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OTTAWA (CP) .-- Prime but there are other methods promises and call a federal. Exact iming of the confer- o f ' .a  constitutional con. 
Mimster Clark does not plan' of dealing with that issue." provincial economic con .~ enceis uncertain but is to be, ference, "he'.ll listen 'to 
a .federal-provincial con- " PregressiveConservativ.es ference before year's end. discussed when' the inner them," a spokesman for 
stitutloasl conference this have been saying for years Senator Robert de Cotret, cabinet meets next month in Jarvis said. 
autumn d~pite a campaign that economic disparity isas economic development Jasper, Alta., the Clark aide Tory premiers such as On. 
promise .~t0 convene one damaging te •national minister, told reporters said. • tario's William Davis and 
sboHlY'~after the May 22 disunity, as an outdated Tuesday the'  conference •'Bill Jarvis, federal ." Alberta's Peter Lougheed 
"election. ' constitution. + would include both levels of p rov inc ia l  re la t ions  are known to favor a con. 
"Th,eae.'a been a delay Faced with~ gloomy eco-. ~t~:~eontm an:je.presen, minister, plans to meet his stitutioual conference soon. 
there, a Clark aide said, nomic future, the. govern- _ . mteres~ provincial counterparts Federal officials have in. 
Wednesday, "not because" ment has decided te honor, gr~upa an nusmess ane individually this summer; dicated Clark is still com. 
IPs.not an tm~rtant i s~ '  another of its e!ect!on ,,~,_ ' : and if they raise the subject related.to calling some type' 
J ,  
• .t ; .  ' VIO~ORTA, B.C . ,  . #hi. . , . . 
" %.  -1X4 . ' • • Clark ,,aflcels..fall .const tutl,onaltalks 
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Two members of the city's park maintenance crew do  
+ work on Lower Little Park wl~le a pedestrian trysout 
ef constitutional conference 
before the Quebec 
referendum planned for next 
spring. 
During the election 
campaign, Clark balked at 
providing aconcrete plan for 
revamping the constitution 
so Quebec. Ideas for changes 
would have to follow federal- 
provincial consultation. 
Since the election, the us- 
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tional unity issue which had 
preoccupied the 'former 
Liberal government since 
the Nov. 15, 1976, Patti 
Quebecois election victory 
has all but died on Par- 
liament Hill. 
The Conservatives 
predicted during the election 
• campaign they could ease 
federai-previncial tensions 
by cooperating with the 
premiers. The style of the 
former Liberal governmant 
was described as con. 
frontative. 
Clark vowed his planned 
cooperative approach, 
resulting in •provinces 
gaining greater powers, 
would put "a fresh face on. 
federalism." 
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WE Bulr oopper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, elo. h l l  us- We are 
Gov't to end 
lrCBC rate 
Thureday, July 19, 19'/9" op~ll Non, th ro~g~.  , ,m, -6  !,!,i..... 
discrimination 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
i 'British Columbia govern- 
ment is'legislating anend to 
discrimination i automobile 
insurance rates set by the 
i Crewnowned Insurance 
Corp. of B.C. 
A bill introduced Wed- 
nesday by Haman Resources 
Minister Grace McCarthy 
will eliminate age, sex, 
"marital 'status and ge- 
ographic location aa factors 
used in setting auto in- 
surance rates. The move was 
promised in the throne 
speech March 22. 
But Mrs. McCarthy, the 
. minister responsible for 
ICBC, would not say if rates 
will increase as a result of 
this bill and Would not say if 
the current safe-driver 
:' ,+discount would be Continued.. 
PR 0 ViNCES OKAY 
REFUGEE DEAL 
OTTAWA (CP) --  10 per Cent of refugees. 
Immigration Minister The province has in- 
Ran Alkey says the troduced legislation 
provinces have co- designed to provide a 
operated'with t e federal range of government 
gn~;ernment ou the programs and to direct 
question of Southeast financial and other 
As!an re{ugess, support to groups 
He says the bulk of the engaged in, helping 
50,000 refugees the refugees. The legislation 
government expects to sets no limit on refugees. 
arrive this year and next Vancouver has started a 
will go to Ontario, canipaigu to prepare for 
Quebec, British Columbia 5,000 and the lntortor city 
and Alberta. of Kelowna has another 
Here are some Program. 
than its share of refugees, 
at least until the end of 
this year,"says Jean 
Dorian, provincial ira. 
migration spokesman. 
Premier William Davis 
of Ontario has said the 
,'province will accept as 
many refugees as wanVtp 
come. Alkey has e.~l- 
mated Ontario would take 
about 40 par cent. Culture 
Minister Reuben Baetz 
says it is statistically 
possible that 13,000 refu- 
gees could arrive in 
Ontario by the end of the 
fiscal year next March 31. 
Ottawa is •talking of 
taking 4,000 refugees. 
British Columbia Labor 
Minister Allan Williams 
has said that traditionally 
Abe province takes about 
+++ +++:+++++~+~+~ area or any category that 
~:- . : : : . : .~ . . : : : : . . .~ :~<~ : : : ~ :  ~:~+~ " . : : :~ ,~ ~:~ - . 
:~+++~+++:++~:+~+++~!+++~;.++,++:~++::++++++:: nab had an umbrella of' 
..... +,:+:;-~+ •+~.'..++.:++++~,++~+.-.i++:+.+.-+.+'~++::+ protection by ........... ~ ....... . .... + .... ....... + . ....... + + _ virthe of a 
discriminatory /~regram," 
she told a news conference. 
At a subsequent news 
conference, Premier Bill 
Bennett conceded that rates 
will go up because of the bill, 
but said he hopes the ~in. 
crease can be .reduced by 
gradually phasing out Abe 
variOus categories. 
He said that mesf 
before consumers feel the reasonable people who have 
full effects of the latest $1' been getting a reduction in 
per-harrel o lpries idereaso, i'ates because of the 
"If  the response hy discrimination would be  
Canadians is to seek fully- prepared [opay "as muchas 
compahsating increases in they are now paying or more 
their lneemes, it has been for the sake of justice." 
estimated that the eventual Bennett said the f i r s t  
impact of higher costs and priority should be to end age 
wages could be as much as discr.iminatiou. 
one per cent of the cent of Mrs. McCarthy said the 
living for each extra $1 per  government "feels very 
barrel." strongly that the people 
The comm'i~sion s about o this province should not 
begin Its own coaservatiou" penalized when buying auto 
campaign, urging con- insurance because of factors 
the not-yet completed walk Ways  wh ich  will be an 
• integral part of the parks d_,,,n£.. 
B Y COMMISSION 
Workers aske,, :l to restrict demands 
OTTAWA (CP) -  The Na- large wage and salary in. the pul~llc to inflationary 
provincial views: 
• Qu6bec.says Itwill . ,.z,++.:..~.~.thir d _o ta.ke . . .  The Alberta ffovern: 
. u .g~.~r~t  .morea ~,e flgare, Atkey hns seld the 
al ~'ut au,tam rexugoeS mlS Drevince sav~ it will tnk~, 
year and, pos.sibly na.x! a slguiflca-n~t-numl~r. I'-'t 
year. quenec wm would not base its intake 
continue to receive more on the size of Alberta's 
• population but on the 
ability to create jobs. 
In New Brunswick, 
Darrell Msscheau, 
director of immigration, 
says the province has tra- 
ditionnlly absorbed about 
one par cent of total 
refugee immigratlan - -  
about 250. 
Manitoba Manpower 
Minister Ken MacMnstar 
says the province will 
lake about five per cent of 
the refugee total. He has 
mentioned a total of about 
15,.000 in Indochinese 
immigrants and refugees. 
He says the percentage 
could rise because the 
Mennonite Church is 
sponsoring so many 
refugees. 
ALCAN WORKERS 
S UPPOR T PARR 0 T 
timml Commission on In- creases. 
flatian asked workers today . The commission, the 
to resist heurge tocope with agency established last fall 
oilprices by asking for by the government to alert 
a 
Union claims 
sumers to: ever which they have no 
--Reduce their car trips, control." 
--Buy smaller, gas-saving "We feel there should be • models. 
only two basic classifications 
--Use mere public transit, of people: safe drivers, 
--Install better insulation which the vast majority are, 
in their houses. and unsafe drivers" --Turn down thermostats. 
Although the government She said a plan ending dis- 
could continue to+cushion the erimination, requested by 
public against rising world the government from ICBC, 
oil prices through import !'envisionsthatwestartover appeal. 
subsidies, this would be the a a whole new program for 
costly approach in the long ICBC and we hope that that 
run, the commission says. is what they will come up 
A year ago, it' only took a with." to the government." 
~.a-barrel subsidy to elese She refused to disclose any 
By their individual ac- The commissiou estimates tbegapbetwoenworldprines d tails. .15111 Vancouver. Rygns called on the ventions and conferences, tions, the commission says, it could take two years nadtheCansdianenst. 
pressuresp says Canadians 
~aonot escape the impact of 
higher world oil prices, but 
they can control the potential 
: economic damage by 
changing their way of life. 
This analysis Is in the 
second newsletter of the 
agency. The newsletter was 
released in response to the gov't mislead .July I prlceincreaso of $1 par barrel for domestic oil and to 
• the decision last month by 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The government to either scrap oil-producing countries 
federal government misled or amend the act to allow full raise world oil prices by 25 
per cent. the public with a report disclosure. The commission says the 
indicating that international The picture now presen, understandable r action of 
unions do not give Canadian ted, because incomplete' workers will" be to ask for 
members full value for their 'information is used, in- more pay to cope withhigher 
dues, the Canadian' head of dicates that the dues oil prices. 
thelntornationalAnsociation C~ adian workers, pay to. "But it won't work. The 
efMachinisteandAerospace international unions, are commission believes that if 
Workers said Wednesday, more than doublewhat they Canpdisns are adequately 
Canadian director Mike get back in strike funds and info~med ofthe problem they 
Rygus. disputed figures other benefits, Rygus said. Willtake rnsponsihle actions, 
released, under the Cor. "In fact, the law does not accept he need for greater 
paratinas and Labor Unions allow us to report all of our conservation and not try to 
Returns Act because he said expenses -- things such as recover their shares Of the 
the law "reqUires us to office rent, telephone and OPEC increase out of next's 
deliberately file incomplete other communications costs, week's wage increase or 
and misleading infarmatlon travel expenses for officers tomorow's price increase." 
and staff,, costs of con. 
consumers will decide 
whether the July 1 oil price 
increase raises the general 
price• level by half a per- 
centage point e ra  full per. 
oentage point. 
Latest government " ' 
statistics how the cost of 
living, as mcasured by the 
consumer price index, rose 
last month at an annual rate 
of 8.9 per cent. 
The commission estimates 
that he inflationary effect of 
the Jdly oil pries increase 
will come slowly as' the cost 
effects filter down to the 
consumer level. 
The initial impact, ex, 
pected in September, will be 
a three-tofive~ents-a.gnllon 
increase in the price of 
gasoline and home heating 
oil, Natural gas prices will 
also rise. 
This will he delayed by 
about 60 days as existing fuel 
inventeries are used. 
Farmers, manufacturers, 
utility companies and others 
forced to pay m~e for oil 
and gas - -  will increase their 
prices. 
The Canadian Association of Smelter and All/nd 
Workers, Local I, at Alcan's Kitlmat Smelter, will 
support he Confederation of Canadian Un/ons in a 
one-day strike if Jean Claude Parrot, president of the 
Canadian Union of Postal Workers, loses a current 
Parrot is appealing a thren-month Jail sentence for 
defying a parl iamentary back to work order. 
Unions belonging to the CCU decided to organize the 
protest strike at a national convent/on held July 14 and 
Somoza's army loosing" in Nicaraguan capital 
MANAGUA (CP) - -  Sand- Other.government sources set up in Leon, 88 kllometres and Daniel Ortega. Leon appeared tobe in rebel 
suggested Somom might be Manuel Espinoza, a San. and Urouyo reinforced the inista guerrilla forces en- said the National Guard's northwest of Manhgua. Borgn said he does not control from a point 24 deported fro  his'luxurious dlnista spokesman in San guard around the sand. 
.tered theNicaraguaneapital general staff had told Ur- Borgu said Leonhas been know when the provisional k i lometres  outs ide  villa in Florida. Jose, the capital of neigh- bagged Managna headquar. 
Wednesday night, cuyo he must hand over dec la red  N icaragua 's  government would move to Managua. 
At3p.m.--Sp.m. EDT-- . boring Costa Rica, said ters he inherited from A convoy of guerrHiss pewertotbeSandinistajanta provisional capital, adding Maongua. "We are in the About 32 kilometres out- about two hours after the guard c mmanders in Somoza. 
rolled lato the capital along or face a milltary coup. that the national guard is process of settling that side Leon, there was a time of the alleged Managua had surrendered at the highway from Masaya, Urcuyo left his fortified demoralized completely. • 
~ kllometres south ..of bunker after am~ting with Leon, the second largest problem," be told reporters, national guard post overran surrender, truckloads of about I p.m.--3 p.m. EDT-- In Washington, U.S. state 
Referring to Somoza's esrllerbytheSandinisias. In Nicaraguan nat iona l  and that rebel officers were department spokesman" 
Managua, ana pauses m me v.~. AmDassauor Lawrence city in Nicaragua, was the successor Francisco Ur- a five-hour battle that ended guardsmen were seen going .on their way to take over Hodding Carter said Ur- 
C.olo.nla Centroame.rica Pezzull.o, who. was recalled first major city fell to the cuyo's demand that the early Wednesay, 'about 20 to and from a basic infantry guard command posts in the cuyo's decision to retain 
.america about, mree earner ln.me aay and flew to rebels early in June. Sandinista .guerrillas lay guardsmen and five rebels training school downtown, capital. anometrea from me centre ~anama nut later returned Borge said members of the power "has led to a s~rinhs 
~ Manngua. . _ .  toEMaa~]a~ a.. _ . provisional government ,down their arms, Borge' were killed. The bodies.of the Sporadic gunfire could be Lt.-Col. Humherto San- and deteriorating situation.', 
~'ne convoy arnveu nours n me nay, a senior have arrived in th,, ,,,,, said: guardsmen still were lying heard fom several parts of chez, Urcuyo's information 
after interim President member of the Sandinista They include Vi-I~'*'~ . . . . . .  laldGic~nth~n%~nditions where they had failed when the capital, secretary, told reporters in Fourteen Nicaraguan air 
,Francisco Urcuyo resigned, movement which drove Barridos de Chamorr n t we Y t stupid reporters passed the spot en Conflicting reports cir- Managua the guard had not force military and transport 
Uronyo replaced the exiled Ansstosio Somoza into exile widow of the assnssina~ pappe, willprobably call route to Leon. culated after a dozen guard surrendered and the report a!rcraft arrived Wednesday 
, at an air base In Honduras. Anastasio Somoza on claimed, that Somozas anti-Somosa editor of the for  his unconditional Urcuyo's government planes and two helicopters --  that it laid down iis arms ,,is carrying 186 pers s, in- Tuesday morning, national guard is on the Manaaua newsnaner La surrender and the total angeredtheUnitedStatesou most of the small a lie." 
Ureuyo was taken to Lss verge of surrendering. Prensa; Sergio" Ramirez destruction of the national Wednesday by refusing to Nicaraguan air force--were The provisional junta re- eluding a number of guard 
Mercodes international Tomas Boi'ge, a founder o/ Mercado, former secretary guard to end the .war," . hand over power to the rebel flown by 23 guardsmen and turned to Nicaragua earlier officers and men, said a 
Leon was quiet wnen junta. To bring pressure, pilots to neighboring Hou. Wednesday tolondthefight Honduran government airport Wednesday night to the anti-Somoza Sendialsta of  the Central American reporters .arrived from Washington recalled its duras, where the guardsmen against the new regime, communique. The statement 
be flown out of the country, a movement, alsosaidaprovi.. University in/Costa Rlca; Managua. The main road ambassador and. state de. soughtasyium. There was fighting in the said all 186 asked for p~. 
presidential dviser said. . sional government has been =Alfonso Robbello Caile_jan leading from Mansgua to ' par tment  spokesmen Earl ier . Wednesday, countryside during the day litical asylum. ' 
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RESEA R CHER CLAIMS 
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Killer prisoners mostl violent ' 
• ' . 5 .  • . 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
1975, then declining until it 
reached 2.5 again last year. 
runs in many years and a water as soon as possible." There has not been a It was the first time the back away, at least tom- 
heavy demand in Japan A three.person beat owned murderers are not eligible significant Increase in prisoners had been out of porsrily, from threats. ~ 
...1 ~ ..~...." - - - - _  -" __  .~-  . .~  i for. parolb until they have murders of policemen and ' their cell~ many housing stay off the job to pro~est 
mean high earnings for by Richard 0doll of Ed- • I | )111  D V I I : ~ N  11111113 sarvedUyears. Formerly, prinonguarda--thonmnber fcur men in space designed workeonditions. ,- 
mends, Wash., hauled in .~ . .v . . . ,~  k . , . . . . . vw. . ,  j ,~ . . . jp ,  murdorerscouldseckparole killed.each year is usually : • 
140,000 )ounds )f sock ye LON 0 ' oftorasllttleasaevenyears thrne or four. • . . . .  . • • • 
salmon a six-ill ,re hau in D N (AP)  - -  Gold .midday only after big in- u= n,,,4 . . . .  , . to . t  ~hi:~ , Justin Sullivan, public' F ishermen help scientists 
dollars, topped $300 U.S. an ounce for terventlon by the West ^f~' .~ '~ '~:~7~ 
the i " ' - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  relations manager at the Thoreen said about 15 frst time ever Wed- German Bundesbaak nd the ,h=., .^..,t ,  . . . . . . . .  "z,. federalurisoninDorshester, POINT AU GAUL, NFLD. reals beach them..selv.ea 
boats asnk in the Bering Sea ne day and the United States New York Federal Bank, u , t ,m,~, , ,  #,,rid . . . .  kel,=m NIn d id  ,,~]ont .,,~=..,,o,.. (CP)--Flshermenwhopre- agalnltcouldmeanmerem 
became they were dollar dropped on foreign well as some profit-taking..~.,,~w.~--.ao.tt,.,o.^, are"=~nerall';"e~ts~er"-to vented whales 'from something wroug with, them, 
~Snt[aa~gh~ ~ehr°ou#h't ' ~:t~dedwerWeirtrtrfle ~ ~ No exchanges amid uncartainty The two banks bought an ~'~.|~"~'~"~."~:'.~'0~:'o - " .  ~ Y pu ; e po . about President Carter's est imated $500 million ~,,,~,~',,~. ' _'~ ~, ;  =~oo rehab|iitete ~n nonviolent beaching themselves 'last IAensaid. If they don t, ~ L 
~iinet in I .~ water, it "There was no problem ener r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " prisoners such as forgers or weekend may have provided might support heories real 
gyp  ogram and the Wednesday, fol lowing tencedmdertheunwlaw Of ear thieves. . soie~tistwith'anoppcrtunity something other than a l 
just expl, e with the with fish," said Mike Odell, future ef his cabinet. Tuesday's $400-milllen these •IlS ,,rimnet's must The violent of(ender has. to learn what 'happened to physiological . or similar 
Ring it, 21, a beat-puller on his " ' , v The do .llar, wh~chslumped purchases, walt~yesrsforl0arole, the fearlessness and the' the rest of tile pod whi~ defect causes .occasional 
earl ier ~_n the week .on "The  market took the .... Asthenumbera inaresse •ggressiveness 'to do beached itself near tam beachiugs. . . 
~rauers xepucmm over me . . . . . . .  Usero will be vlolen--" she samethin~ with his 'life, he . community on the Burin . .Fishermen cut the Whales " ~ ~ • U.S. president's energy- t .uarcer ) .~ . , .e r~ l Je  m.. . , . ,  ,-  . . ,  . . . .  .~'y.,, . . . .  
. . . .  me worst ~n le  ant ,  enn ,,.,.,,. , .  ,,u m.=v,vw tu~r. "said Seve'ral other delegates Peninsula. ~' : ~ free from the ropes, after saving measures, was re'wen r~-  .r- "At  l^wer,.. ^~.._. . . . . . . . . .  ~, took the : (cabinet) the moment  there are no agr~ed wlth him • : vr,;Jbn Lien of Memorial theyhedtowmmem severat• MOTOR HOTEL ~,  t ~ ' ~ . ; * ~ " ~ , : ~  res ignat ion news even .partlcu..inr .programs for Paul W~t~ma, '  ' Univers i ty ,s  psychology miles to sea. . . 
• meml~e~s haci" offer~-~eir" worse," one New. York _men~.: we m.n expect vesT. peyeholoalst a the Leclerc depsrimant, an autberltym Lien said betw1~n 50 and ' 
Invites You To Visit and Envy res l~t ions  currecytredersald,  eddlug:, mn~.r]uy.. _sa .racy come .to inst ih , l l~ ',, o,=~,., . . sa  w~le  behavior, said some lOOwhaleswaretowedaway 
~.-  . . ;  . . . .  " I t 'saverybleakpioture" rouazenow~ongtheyarem more~sh-oui"d ~e--~o~e~o~ whales rescued by .the from the shoreline but 28 
. . .  uom, wmco,u monms ago " for. and as appeal violent reeldivista - - the re- fishermen retain short • beached themselves again 
D E N N I S  J A N  . , ,  for;arotind. $170.an James Sinclair, general , i , t i es  are exhausted, ps•tera who caanot stay cut piaees o f rope  t ted .arou~ an ddied.  " " . . . .  
ou~,ee, cmseu, m__zurtcn, partner in the New York t l lere wil l  be incredsing of priacn or cem~tantiv fall to their tails. In effect, the m •11, 135 whales men'en :
and ~wnzermno/. a~L~.z.z~ an investment advisory home violence, perhaps to makermr~le ' , whalealmvehoentaggedfor the beaches near  this " 
~.o~__e~a gmns ~ =.~p from of James Slnckir and Co., themselves bysuicides or ea- , 1>r7__-'_7"" " ' _ • _ .  future ldentllleation. ' community on the psxdn- 
i -xue~suay s osose, wnlca was ~ id .  "~ ld ' s  valu~ is a ,~an~ . t t .~ . . t .  • , moa gurus am "" ' tl ' • ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "-" eounsellom tend to shy ewe" Should any of the mare- sula s southern p.. itself a record for Europe s refle,"on of other events a ,,.m~..i. . . .  ..,,-,.....,~t. Playin! Again n main bullion market. " . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  s " ' '~"  ~' . . . . .  " . . . .  : .... " from thesa people, because ' s : f  s . s 'F ' • : i ,~ . '  , ) 
fishermen. 
Harold Thoreen of Seattle 140,000 pounds of sockeye 
said he and his two partners salmon, a six-figure haul in 
caught nearly $165,000 worth 
of fish in loss than three 
weeks. 
"There was 24-hottr fishing 
just 
Thoreen said, "Once you t 
your giiinet in the ater, it 
would just explode with the 
fish hitting .
HALIFAX (CP) - -  serve before being eligible gates at the annual con. pected Increase 'of 2.~yesr. conference that by the year 
Violence in Canadian for parole, federal crime re- ference of the Canadian minimum lifera in the prison ~00t,'when the first 25-year 
penitentiaries will increase searcher Helen Durie Association for the population. Ilfar becomes eligible for 
because of the 25-year term predicts. Prevention of Crime ex- One delegate predicted parole, a majority of 
first-dogree murderers must She and several other dele- pressed concern over the ex- earlier in the week-ibng prisoners will be convicted 
• • • : murderers,  
The problem arises from 
Salmon demand nets prices 'BiilC-84,whichbemmelawin1976. 
lad prime purpose was to 
eliminate capital punish- 
meat frem the law books, but SEATTLE (AP) -- Big "Thetri~k is cleaning your father's gillnettcr. "You'd lednstrysourcessaidmest 'it also reclassified murders 
catches from Alaska's net, getting the fish out of it just get a 'load and come of the salmon was frozen for as either first-degree or 
biggest Bristol Bay salmon and getting il back in the back. shipment to Japan. second-degree, First.degree 
'd. LOUNGE 
DANCING 9-2 
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
thermometer  of  in ter ,  forward to." 
Londonwasnotfarbehind, national t. on. |'astex i cah"sh  so d erons, be , Canad ian  do l lar  fal ls  
continue to rise as  zoug as that.few murderers murder "The official view of these MONTREAL ~(cP) " "  The period of elowe~'~economic i anxiety continues' to ..rble again, she asld. " 
int erna.tlonally," .~: ' , Forimianco, between1983, thinp is to me diameirlcally canadian dollar~"c~flhned growth coupledwith con .  
nesters predle.ted the and zm,  only three paroled opposed to the sane Hew," . falling below the86~ent U.S, tinued high Inflation and 
dollar would renmm feeler murderers cmnmittod the Williams said, "The more ' level in attic6 trading on unemployment. 
pressure unless the U,S.. crime again, Murderers also difficult an indlvidualia, the world money markets "Meat of the people who 
Federal Reserve . uan Z have • higher parole suece~ more time he has to do and Wednesday, losing .more were sitting back and 
raised inte.rest rates. to sate than other prisoners, ..Ore more dangerous he is,; . than cee-qusrtor of a cent walting for the dollar to rtse, 
me more time we have to ..... against i o U,S. counterpart, barD tallm back to earth 
com psnsa.m.m.l.ae~ 10rme partially because they are opend.with im," Thedallaropenedatahigli w th that news," one Tefonto ereston of me oouar's unym~ 
power. , , ,'. ,,~. o~ aS.04 cesis.,:U.S..,W~-: tradarsaid."Canediansnow 
• : nee day, fell to a low of 85.98 knew they have energy, but 
: [i ' " Lq afternoon trading, and realixeliaeffeotsarestll lfer 
C A N A D A  " "  "TerVC  " rallied slightly to close at away." 
VV .L~I . /~/ I  k~ 8&73. The clese on Tuesday .The poor performance.of 
was M.07. , ' me Canadian currency also 
clesing at $300.75 in hectic 
trading, compared with 
Tuesday's $298.375. In New 
York gold closed even higher 
at aS02.40, up $6.10. 
The dollar finished lower 
across the board in 
European markets. 
But dealers aid the U.S. 
currency was hauled back 
from an even worse plight 
7 14s 
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THURSDAY 
KING 
(N IC}  
Make Me 
Laughl . 
News 
Cont'd 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Seattle 
Tonig.l~ 
Match 
Game PM 
Project 
U.F.O. 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Quincy 
Cont'd 
Cent'd 
Cont'd 
Cassldy 
Man U'cover 
Cunt'd 
Cont'd 
News 
Cont'd 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. 
Ccut'd. 
Cont'd. 
' CFTK 
(CII~.) 
Mod 
Squad 
ltourgiass 
Cont'd 
The Muppot 
Strew 
Love 
Boat 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Mork : 
of Kensington 
Thursday 
Night 
Movie 
"Police 
Story" 
Cont'd 
Csnt'd 
Cmt'd 
Nat imal  
Night 
Pdud 
P .M.  
~Jak 
Cout'd 
Csnt'd 
Cout'd 
Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Password 
Plus 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
m ~  
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
'Trail of 
the Wild' 
Cant'd 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Mr. 
Dressup 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
News 
Bob Switzer 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
On 
the 
Evidence 
Cont'd 
The Edge 
Of Night 
Take 
Thirty 
Atlantic 
Summer 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
m m m a m m i m a l m  
Piinstones 
Cunt'd 
Mod 
Squad 
§ pan, to midnight 
. BCTV 
(CTV) 
Six 
Milllan 
Dollar 
Man 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd 
Stars 
On Ice 
KCTS 
( PB  S ) 
Minter 
ectric 
Company 
m m a ~ m  
Studio 
See 
Dick 
cavett 
Stepping ' '1  
J 
The Nova , 
Waltons Cent'd 
Cont'd Cont'd 
Cont'd Cont'd 
Live [ Marie 
It Up I'corin 
Soap I Cont'd 
Cont'd I se~cr 
Cont'd I Cent'd 
Csnt'd Coat'd 
c'rv 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
late 
Show 
'Father, 
Cinema 
B,C. 
Soaum 
of Bmlues 
Sign, 
.~f 
Dear Father' 
I0 a.m, to 6 p.m. 
Trouble 
with Tracy 
Definition 
Cont'd 
What's 
Conking 
Mad 
Dash 
Noon 
News 
Alan 
Hamel 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Saskatchewan' 
Cont'd 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd.., 
_ _ _ w  
ffJectdc 
Company . 
Messuremetric 
Blue Umbrella 
Zebra Wings 
Write On 
Cover.Cover 
Environments 
Music 
Cont'd. 
Art Starts 
Stories of Amer. ! 
Write On 
Art Cart 
Universe 
Rconmastins 
Book Look 
Music i'lact, 
Poetry Alivt, ~. 
Bread & B'Fliss 
Over 
Easy 
Spenkout 
Cont'd, 
m m M m m  
Sesamt, 
Street 
Cant'd, 
ConS'd, 
ou,t" 000 REFUGEES  drop followed the pre-. follows a sharp drop.  diction Tuesday by the Tuesday in the U.S. dollar, 
• Conference Board of Canada which fell to its lowest since tp 
OTTAWA(CP)--Thogov- new total could be cioas to thotthe¢ountryiaentertnga last November. 
ernment expressed op- 21300. 
tlmism Wednesday that, All in dopo.dent on : /Refugees  cause  react ion,:  . . . . . . . .  
bncan~e.,d • new program it indi l iduaia, showing. ~ the. :' ~ ? 
,:.is ~s,t~|~ng .,imroefl~ely,. ,.  concern and, ~.pa~by.6~t~..., i  OTT&Wk*, ..... ........... o(4~.) "~ ..... ~ ~'~"~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ number of "'inde~h~ese~ ~ ":'~ 
Consda will be home re/' ' the" government nag tomd Pro~ve Consarv•tive re~ugees, it should coualdar 
60,000 Indechtnese r fugees" evident •crou the country. MP Wednesday urged the assisting other As ian 
by the end of 1980. Aikey and Miss MacDonald government o consider eo~ntriesthroughforelgnaid 
• About 5~, .090 of those will expressed confidence there ways of keeping Southeast programs for the eventual 
have come this year and wil l  be no flagging of Asian refugees in Asia. return of the refugees to 
next. About 10,000 arrived Canadian will. At the same time, the their native environoent 
between 1975 and 1979. AtkcysaldtheS0,0e0flgure Canadian Conference Of A copy of the telogram Was 
External Affairs Minister was not recesuu'lly a max- Catholic Bishops praised the distributed to the news 
• Flora MacDonald and Ira- imum figure. The govern- government for instituting a media. 
migration Minister Ron ment would review ,the new program that could . .  
Aikey said at a news cun- program when the figure result in 50,000 refugees Rev. Dennis Murphy, 
terence the program is a was reached, krriviug in Canada by the general secretary of the 
challenge to the generosity It also would decide in the end of lpeo. " bishops association, sent a 
end humanitarianism of fall of 1981 whether to con- 
Canadians. tinue it. Meanwhile, neither Otto Jellnek, MP for • telegram to Immigration 
• .~iss MacDonald later flew the policy of tak,~ refugees Halton in Ontario, said in a Minister Ron Atkny and 
tclegrsmto.Prime MiniVer External Affairs Minister 
o:,.neva to attend an inter- from other parts of the world Jo~ :Clark that not- Flora MacDonald ex- 
,~,lion..,! refugee conference nor the immigration policy withstanding the cem- lX~ appreciatian for the 
,twt'e she planned to make would suffer, psselonate position of the leadersh/pthoyhadshownln 
: , ,me tough • statements Atkey and Miss Macdonald 
,dmul Vietnam, source of gave no figures of private government to increase the. creating the new program, 
most of Ihe refugees, and spensorshlp toback up thelr on job  
call on others to  copy "realistic" and " Hawaii police 
Canada's new system,  leg i t imate"  es t imate  of 
Under. the new program, 5o,000 refugees. HONOLULU (AP) - -  There were no reports of 
thegnvarnmentwillspensor The immigration depart- Hawaii's police officers serious crime during the 
one refugee for each one ment said that up to the end returned to work Wed- strike. 
apoonored by a private group of June, 388 groups had needay, ending their strike 
er Indlvldnal. It •Ira will agreed to sponsor l,e04 mos'e than 36 hours •ftor • • A federal mediator was to 
continue its family refugees. But that did not ~ issued a hack-ta-wcrk ~tai lvesmeet again W dnesdayof the unionWith 
reanlflcetion ia 'egr•m, take  into account groups . 
lt'in lX'epared to bring in snchastbeCanedlanJewish Officers reported fcr the endthecountlnsinenoffort 
therefugeesataratoof3,000 Congress whl~ says it will' seared shift at e:50 a.m. tonsttletbecontraotdisimto. - 
s manth rather than 1,980 a sponsor 1,980 refugees and HST. The strike began when Dur~ the strike, pelice' 
manth at present, It has re- such cities as Ottawa which eaicers began to call in alck 
served almout O,000 aircraft • says it will accept 4,000. Saturday eight, protection was handled by 
seats for between now and Atkey had no cost More than 90 per cent of supervisors and a few union 
the end of the year. • estimates for the new the 1',800 officers employed members who chme to stay 
The e0,000 figure could go program, cayin~ the rablMt ~ by  the stale's four ceuntles on the job. 
much higher if new refugees flrst'wentedto get it moving. Jo ined~ pretest, wl~ch was _ Circuit Court Judge Arthur 
take advsntage of family But he said the government prompt m off a.mspum over tong issued a hack-to-work 
reunification policies of the should be able to finance wages, vn ~unnay, me state order Monday, but officers 
government and seek to most of it through •variable ._l~llc Emplo.yn~e.nt . ignored the temporary 
br ing relatives they left immigration department ttemuons ~onrn aetarminou restraining order' for more 
behind in the Jam-packed funding, that the walkout was an than a day despite public 
refugee camps of Malaysia, Miss MacDonald and illegal strike, terming the appeals by union president 
Thininnd, Singapore, Hong Atkey gave several reasons action a threat to. public Louis seuza that they return 
KTh~hgeand I donesia. fur the new program. There safety, to work. 
govermnent •iresdy was a need for Canadians in
has 6,000 family and out of government to * 
,. ication applications on work together todesi with Schreyer  visits A lber ta  
hand covering 15,000 per- the great human iragedy'of • 
sons. It is not optimistic that Southeast Asia. EDMONTON (CP) -- Forces Base Named shoal.el 
,many of these will be suc- Miss MacDonald said she Gov.-Gen. Edw•rd $chreyer a twin-turbuprop 
ne~ful this year,  "will convene a meeting of found Wednesday that his Cosmopolitan aircraft, They 
A lion's share of the several countries to discuss meat entimsisstlc suppo~.er were welcomed by Alberta 
refugees will go to Quebec, such 4hinge as how Vietnam on his first official visit to Lt.-Gov. Ralph Stelnhauar 
Ontario, British Columbia and others can be made to Alberta was his four-year- and the governor-general 
and Alberta. All provinces show more humani- old son Tohan. inspected a guard of honor 
will take some, right down to tarianism. The question of After sehreyar finished a from NameD. 
tiny Prince Edward Island withholding of aid to Viet- brief speech at the Alberta The tanned governor. 
which has used the figure of ham would be discussed, legislature" Tohan moved general faced 33-degree beet 
40. She called the expulsinas several stops forward and for the mid-day stops on his 
'At the same time the from Vietnam •s well as clapped his hands en- itinerary. Besides visiting 
• Cambodia and LaDS in- thuninstlcally, the Ingislative building, he 
government will establish • tolerable. The governor-general w s was greeted at city hall by 
charitable fund, staffed by thanking a crowd of more Mayor Cne Purees, 
volunteers, to permit "Canada will urge thnt the than200 for Its greeting after With Schrcyer for the visit 
Canadians to contribute countries of exodus assume he had been welcomed to were his wife Lily, Tobsn, 
toward welfare of the their responsibilltiss to treat Alberta by Premier Peter Jason,  12, Lisa 17 and 
t~ofugnes in Canada. their citizens in a humane Loughced. Karmel, I0 .  EARLIER . 
The program replaces one manner and amend those sehrsyer said it was a STOP 
under which 12,000 refugees policies causing the exodus," . treat to be in this' "vibrant 
were expected this year, she said in a statement, and f•stgrowing part of Before travelling to 
4,00o under private sport. 
eorship. She w,uid insist hat those Canada" on a beautiful Alberta, 8chreyer spent 
couqtrie~ ensure that summer day. several days in M•nltohe, 
About 5300 arrived under citizens I,~y leave in a safe About an hour before his. appesrlngatfalrslnCarman 
visit to the legislative and selidrk and the the old program this year. and orderly Inanner thaf 
So, press ing the reserved does not involve Inlimidatlmt buildings, Schreyar and his Thompson Nickel Days 
seals •reall used, this year's or coercion, family arrived at Canadian Exhibition, 
WALLA WALLA, Wash. for two, since June 15. No 
older when" they are relmsed (AP) - -  After one of the incidantswere ported. 
than other parolees, longest lockdowns in the Warden James Spalding:, 
Homlcide rates have been hlstory of the Washington said the slow beginning of 
decreasing every year since StatePenltentiary, prisoners theendofthelockdownlsthe 
1975 despite the official herearebalngreleasedftom ~ most cautious and con- 
abolition of capital punish, their cramped, sweltering: .'se~•ti~e h  can remombar. 
ment, she said, cells for brief respltes. ::~.~, .Thd ':FBI, meanwhile, 
Previously, the rate had Pr i son  temperatures continued •Its investigation 
• into possible civil rights. risen steadily for many topped 45 degrees Tuesday t 
years, climbing "from 2.5 as convicts ware led oidsida flviolatinna at the peal e~ 
killings per .... 100,000 in small groups tea  grassy TherY" quiet end to total o~.k- 
population in 1974 to 2,S in exercise area for half-hour down was helped in part by 
slmbreaks, the decin~on f theguarda to 
i 
t CB NEWS 
with  D iNO 
Howdy ell und the golden ambers to you and yours. . .sport dr teach a wogram office. • Registration wilderness setting under 
F/ratly 'I gather from all the comehaeks'that I 've bean Ter race  Recreation should ca l l  Mary- forms 'are available a t  the leadership of 
reeelvin~ of'.late, is that I ~d  better offer some ' Department will hold a Margaret or Terrl at 635-Safeway. The school will qualified camp leaders. 
apologies, namely for berg  .a' Jam tart  in the t rue  tee...n d~ce.in co,unction 2841 or 638-1174. , definitely _take place July Registrat!on is still 
sense of'the word by fork~ttln~/'~ nubmlt he last two w~m mvernoat uays on  Fal l  programs run 30 TO AUg3 anna|as Aug open for me August 
~unmsto  the no~.,.-.,n.Mq~-~l~,~nst~.ad of trying Tel A~.  10 at 9 p.m. in ~ h;om m.id-oum.mer to M/~d 1 20"~.~ if on.dug, h children ..~s, dion. the  fee is $20 for 
make me feel guilty o~er this, you~should be aware avrrace ure.~ n~il~Ul~ l~ce.mnor. "me s.mu m .regmer:.. i .c ts o~n ~ m)a ~'uesooy .ann 
~_tlmt nl_d._ mn~hinm w,m/. dmsm riffle n i~nw nrklnnd., . . . . . . . . .  room. AOmlSSlOn WlU flexaDle, ano open. to. ooysanuglrls ages 6to lu " rnursaay  morn ing  
nn~ nn'dh tnmtm.h~ J m~nn '~al~- ..-r.~ . .  .... ' ' ~itohear~ediscomusie suggestions. A program andtekeaplaeeatSkeena program of arts and 
~--  "7" "7" .1~""? ,  ~ ,  ~ a M ~  /p , ,~ ,  M i~,~ ';t*~, ~,  ; .. " ' , '  . . . . . .  It's that lime of ,_.~,*=- -.~*"*~" . . . . . . . .  ,,,i,,,.,, ,her., is a lot Of. of Sal-Sou~. a;, ' , can range from a one day . Jr. Secondary Fetid from., crafts, and play activities 
~,,,a~., . . . .  a . . . .  , . ,  , .~.. . .~ . . . .  ,~.. u u t, I,,,, The .  depar tment  s workshop to a series of.  10to2:30daily. The fee ss for preschoolers. 
• ..~sv,a.vss#lS ausa.t.~--,pus B ~sp  ISu~ u--, uum u.~,.~. ~o S a ' ' cometo ~';" s* - ' " - "  " - - "  o._,._F.;. . . . .  h . _ the .w i l l  ummer program are classes for threemonths $15 and . includes . The Kayak Clinic 
• -, m.=, . .  , , .u .  o~p~, .~,  w.=o ~ " wel l  d In • ,,,A o,,, , ,  k . . . . . .  , . . .  . underwayan go g during the day, evening professional instruction, registration will close 
""_'~ %•?-- . . . .  "~".'"" _ . . . . .  smoothly and the staff is' or even on wenkends It a complimentary T-shirt soon. The B. C. 
• ~) unto, ~me m.e._m~rs._~__vve|e~_o_ur w wn.m.~r now busy planning fall alBowelcomesuggesflons and a practice soccer bell Whitewater Association 
greener pastures. ~ut'w.tt THIEF, ~Ul"~tt ,'UUfiJLI$ . . . . .  , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  recreation programs for from individmds in the A few openings for our will be here on Wed- 
ana~snavetetranam~r~uttut'anausmxuLMuu Terrace • ' Mountain h Cam in needs Jul 25 to ive , . • community as to the : Hig p, g . y y g 
wlllo.bele.affingshorflytomaketheirhome..i.nAl.be.rta.. In order to offer the types of programs they Exper ience  ar'e still" beg .tuners and advanced 
rwJx nu~ anu youra wmy mo.ng wlm ~ut~A~. best possible programs would l iketoses offered available for the July 30 sessions. These m- 
BRITCHESwll lbeleavmgsome. t lmenex~weckto the staff needs a wide The success of a g~i  to Aug 3 beseion for l0 and structors and 12 corn- 
The llerald, Thursday. July 19, 1979, Page.3 ' 
Teen R ..v._erb.oat:.dance an  ed.... ' :  
• " - , :   i:i ' 
" byMary'-Margaret Kmltil "'in~;olved in '  an active ~g ' taken  at the arena 
This will' be the last column from me and I wish to 
thank all you ~eat  people for being a part of it and for' 
Just behsg you. I know we'll be ~missing all of you as  
will no doubt he, rest of the people that IMP'? already. 
left. 
A welcome to this town goes out to the one and 0nly ~ 
VAGABOND LOVER who.hails from sunny Cellfor- 
nia, Karl tries to make it up her 9 every summer so-as 
besays, hp can't forget all the good people. Hopefully, 
we'll se e bim-ln our neck of the woods for many years 
• to come. .~ ,  .,., . : 
A welc0~e ~i~g~:out .  to all the people who are  
visiting o~"J~, ~( i~ .~g ' t~ra  f.~m other place~. We 
hopey ura~y_,~w~verJ.0ng;]s'anenJoyableone... 
CongratulatiOns to R~KcRbsI-IF_A~ on the fish,(a 
huge. one),that he'a going to, catch sometime this 
summer yet, and to MOONSHADOW on the one that 
,a Clifid to ~ experience a per hour for adults and $2 
per hour for people ages 
13to 18. 
The ever popular 
Summer Playground 
project is going well, The 
schedule is: Clarence 
Micheal, from July 9.20; 
Uplands, from July 23-27; 
Caledonia, form July 30- 
Aug 10; Cassie Hall, from 
Aug 1'3-17; Clarence 
Mlcheal, from Aug 20.25. 
This free program 
offers children ages 6-12 
activities uch as games 
sports, arts and crafts, 
field trips, indoor-outdoor 
swimming and hiking. 
These qualified and 
enthusiastic playground 
make our home further north, variety of qualified in- community recreation 11 year clds. This is pletely outfitted boats leaders supervise your 
structorsto teach general program is dependant proving to  be a very should make for a go~" child from 10 a.m. to  3 
interest programs, upon the entire corn; popular pr0gram with the learning experience ant pj.~. daily in this 
Anyone who would like munity's input so we look I0 to 13 year olds, the fee a 10t of fun. the educational and fun 
to get out on a regular, forward.to your support, is $40 for the week. It is registration fee is ex- program. Children are 
basis this fall and become Registration is still excellent opportunity for tremely reasonable at ~ reminded to . bring 60 
. . . . . . . . .  cents . on pool days 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
IN  TERRACE . ' . . . . .  A l l  children must return /-s nt- c e d- o the "playground with Californians are . ' [[mm~thesupervis°rsaftsrfield 
' i 
Two Ca l i fo rn ia  a f to r l~ l l ce . inStswar t ,  eo~iittonsonthelrreturn Scherling senteneed ! .  E v , s , , M e i i s ~ W e a  
residents on vacation in stopped a truck with TO the United State.. The both men TO three months r 
British Columbia have California license plates . court was alsotold Ira- in prison on each of the | ' ;'~ 4 of .~ '~ :; :~ ~" ~! ..... C' ;" ; 
round their visit suddenly conta in ing  proper ty  migration authorities four charges, with a l l  X : ' ~ 1 ~ ~ "~ ~ 
extended after they : : ''~';: ~ " ~'~ "~:' i ~: : ~ 'L ; 
gotawayU'. : '  ' . 20% To all thffp~pie whdnre l~ving on their holidays pleaded guilty to four counts, of possession, of
now, we hope you havea good one and safe one. Only stolen nronertv before 
ad.vice to m,~ ,t~bis is one that's heen sai~b'ef0re and Judge ~ ~h-erlin~ - in 
that s to ddy.e Carefully. If speed, w'e~qf ~amount  Terrace I)~Vincial court 
importanee,'~abbits would rule t]ie~r~ld~,.~' this note Wednesday a'nd were 
I shall clo~e;•but with all  the bed~i~ • yot~ and seatonced,?to'a, total of 
yours and take care... Keep smi i in , , !aL , , , : . ,  ; ,.. three months in prison. 
,, ;'.: . . . . .  ,",,.'.~ ';',': R0neld:. A .  :Hall and 
: . . . . . .  • . . . .  ~.~', ,, t, ~.~h.,~,-~,~, ,  ~be~/ 17. -~re"  charged 
. '  " "~ '  " T "~ ' , ' , l t~ ' . t~ ' : . .  I," I f  ~,;  t,"t '~[:,  , 13 . .9 ,  :~ " ' . . . .  
~ l i i t . . i t j L . i ! .  /? .  I • ' , ' -  ' ! .~  ' J J ag f l ' Jq ' ! ,v" l  
' ' . . Iq , ;3~. ,  ~t0, t~;  • ' . '  . '  ) 
- . " "  : ' '":'" FOR ' . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  ' " ' " '  t :  an bt( tions [ 
: serc 'es  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ';B  harder [ Thursday, July 19 VICTORIA (cP) - "  The started using sort ctrugs b ';' • • ' . . . . . . .  ' 
complete the provincial by the time he was i5: . . . . . .  "',( '!:~ : . . . .  " 
. . . . . . . . . .  • 's ker,,in ad 'r~e man who works for VANCOUVER (CP) -- AI- ' "This winter there'll be al- Most of the drilling takes  potation 'that markets all I~ lVV~l l i& ld l~ l l )  IS  V " . t . .  , . . . .  . . ' t  • . 
db, Hnn h.~tm~nt r..nmmm MnoMillnn nh~l~,l ~sn|d th= b~rtamstillCanada'suncon- most as much drillin[ ac- place in winter, when the...natoral los nroduced in the • | 
trips unless a note is 
signed by the parent 
specifying other In- 
structions to the super-': 
visors. ~'~ 
The King of the ' :  
Mountain Run i s  fast :~ 
approaching so you had 
better start practicing 
the 4 mile run up Kalum 
hill, along the nature trail 
and back to the Arena. 
The run starts at 10 a.m. 
shdrp, Sunday August 12. 
from the Arena. You may 
we-register at the arena :.: 
office or register on the ~: 
morning of the race. The .~; 
fee is $3 per person wh ich  
also gives you a King of 
The Mountain T-Shirt. If 
you pre-regtster you ean ~ii 
ensure proper size of T-,. 
Shirt. Call Trevor 
Whitaker at 635-5250 or.:. 
the Arena at 638-1174 for "•' 
more information on the ~," 
Run. The run is co- '  
sponsored by the Terrace ' 
recreation department ~.
and held in conjunction 
with Riverboat Days. ~i 
reported missing after could consider further sentences to run con-z :  
four break-ins in Stewart action ug~inot the men. c'Jrrent. " '  | 
• July 16, said Crown When asked for an' The court was to ld  r,~,~ !0l[ all, regular priced 
counsel Tom Bishop. e]qpleaation by Scherling, Offerman is a l'esident o f  i~  merchandise for residenf~ Who have been 
• Before sentence was. Hall said "its all Idad of Ojai~ California, p~d Hall ~ 
passed, Bishop stated a stupidff you ask m'#;" ~ l ives  in Ventura, i;• in Terrace for 20 years  or logger' 
prison term was We g t acoused...~0~., California, . . . . . .  l 
necessary since the men I'm, no,! glad we gg~'~i"  The spelling of Judge ~ : during 1heir . . . . .  " i 
had no roots in the local "cused, he continue~.~|~lio~ Scherling's surname in l :  
ar'ea that w°uld en '•  'Tm enrry it  all':hal~"•" the July16 and Ju ly17 ' i  2 th; 
~agpeo~)~t~ c~)amflpo][ ~pen#h~'rl~n~ rman'ist~~e~' wiwaUse~n:f~ eDal lyHerald I ~1~ 
V Rnn,versc ry 
first patient o successfully 1968and graduated to heroin ,., : 
• . O  
iction treatment progra  ~cMilla  Bloedel, said t e . . . . . . .  t  ~ 'ch rilli g .c- [ . ,  t . ...natural gas pr  i  t  . fl E IV  ! 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  at Brnnnan Lake near comnanv_ _ imoosecl_ im time reseen enamp wnen it comes, tivityin B C.. as therewas m, ,  ..r°zen. gromicl_ ... can. support province,, ., ' I V [ l lm[ I  
. . . . . . .  Nnlmlmo will be at work bv limit for his treatment He to oil and natural gas ex- Alberta five years ago, said me neavYt arm rigs, . . . . . . . . . .  but the . There s been keen in- ~ . • 
the end rd,~,4ulv ..... the,,.eonllnuedto~ellectsieknav plor.atton,:but: the.country.s Stanley ~Jonesr-~ .geneeal.-qu~s nevert sto~s4&phre ~' tqrest,by petr~eum~ cqnk~ :~ ~-,~ ~ mu~m~u~k~ ,.-a, ,  - 
urovinelal ~ l~d~h'~s~v~6~dz~r~'Tt~en[ .  N~pe~lt'm~:Pr.o~iues~ia'r"mai~aget'~f'~ ~e, Cata~iten,'*lantl.there a|e 50"cTrllis tur- l~nies'[o explor~n BR." " i " "  : c r~"Bm wHn LTD, l 
r -  - " " " . . . . . . . .  O '~ , , , , .  • . £~ • r ,~  2"~ , , t _ ~ . , . . ~  _ , s .~ .  -~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q . . . . . . . .  J . . . . . . . .  L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e onid,Wedm~da .~, ,~ .~,n  He nt(flli~e n l~ l l l~f t  tr~.~t~P~.'~//~dn~0vm~ ." A~i~I t  rr~f ~. O[W.e-ll .. in th.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., t , . . . .  
• Y. ' ' Branna~en~ake and willhe re-. fast. Drilling Contractors~ . .sd.~mer. .:, ' ,  The statist|ca back up the' ~ q00~ ~La~e,se Avenue•, rn0ne ~:~42d 
'The' tmidentified 24-year- quired to continue .'his'.' In'the last three years, oil This winter there are ex- '.!We're very pleased the. .  industry's optimism, Mm~)~m,o~m,o~)  ~mm~m.~mm 
old mill worker, .who treatment at community companies have been pected to be a record 100 way things turned out this L .: ,; 
• ,~ .. pouring money, into British" .[.-- drilling rigs ripping into ~the Summer," said• George 
ground in B.C. Last winter Lechner, chairman:of B.C. 
the 
cor- 
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also set a record, with 80 rigs Petroleum • Corp., 
operating, provincial :i Crown 
Sunny " 
WHA. 
'i ry .  
S 
IT, 
NAM E ..... 
See Our 
fishing 
holiday 
After predicting bad 
weather for most of the year 
the recent spark of hot 
weather prompted our local 
environmental weather 
service employees to close 
down the office and take the 
day off. 
It seems that .the weather 
we have been experiencing 
has effected even those who 
are normally loyal to their 
post. 
Once source suggests that 
one of the workers broke his 
arm. and another worker 
went fishing. - Today's 
weather forecast in the Daily 
Herald came from the 
Prince George weather, 
office. BUSINESS 
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Park 
Avenue 
REALTY  WORLD.  Realty 
and 
Central Homes & 
Development Ltd. 
will host an 
s 
"" ~ ql 
.#  
have just turned 40 
These fine products are nowavailable 
in convenient 40 ounce sizes. 
Open House f 
Watch Friday's Real Estate section for details. 
volunteered for the program, clinics. 
wu a methadone addict and The man attributed his Columbia t a faster rate 
success to his desire to kick than they .have into Alberta. 
had to rely on the heroin the habit, the help and at. SbvPe_ndmg  B.C. increased. substitute in order to stay 
employed and self-support- titnde of the staff at Brannan y ~ per cent in 1978 over. 
ing, the ministry said.: He Lake and hia employer. /.. 1977 corn.pared with an in- 
, . , . .  `crease oP,28 per cent in 
• i .  Alherta'~d~iqng the same 
BCTV begins negotiations pe.od. , B.C. still has a long way.to 
.: , : go 'before seriously 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) offer which union leaders~, challenging the Wild Rose 
Management~ of British said contained wage in- province, however. Actual 
Columbia Television said creases of rune' per cent in. u,l company.. . . . .  spending is 
Wednesday that details of its the first year and eiaht mr, more man ten umes nigher 
wage offer' released by the cent in th'e second ye.~r o~a'- in ~ lberta -- $5.4 billion in 
union Tuesday .differ from two-year contract. ... 197'1 ~nd $6.9 billion in 1978. 
the company's inter- 'Spending in B.C. was $304 
proration of the offer. ' BCTV spokesman Art million and $628 million in 
The 170 employees, repro- Collins said, however, that the same two years 
sented by the National the offer is more generous, respectively. 
Association of Broadcast particularly when con- Going back another year, 
Employessand Technicians, sidering compounding and: oil company expeditares in 
votedTOpercenttoreject the the progressive wage scale. B.C. increased by 49percent 
. . . .  between 1976 and 1977. 
. Projections for this year are 
Air search •discontinued still uncertain, but industry • ' . officials expect he surge in 
. . . .  spending will continue. 
VICTORIA (CP)Search during their planned ~two-~ B.C. 's  es tab l i shed  
hour fli ht last reserves of crude ml are and rescue officials have and-a-half g " " 
ended a formal search for a week in a single-engine" stimated at 143 million 
Williams Lake couple Who Cessna 1 7 2 . .  i barrels compared with six 
have been missing for eight A spokesman for the billion barrels in Alberta. 
days on a flight to Williams rescue coordination centre Natural gas reserved are 
Lake from Chiliiwack. said aircraft flying over the, placed at 7.7 trillion cubic 
Sixty.seven-year-old John. search area al'e being asked feet and 55 trillion cubic feet 
Wheeler and his 63-year-old to keep a lookout for the in B.C. and Alberta 
Wife Atha disappeared plane. • respectively. 
" The major reason behind yd the growth of exploration in 
H r0 debt ,, o l  A_nr_coon.ze..  B.C .  and elsewhere in 
Canada is the federal 
. . . . .  enerai l~rma g°vernment's policy of VICTORIA (CP) -- There Auattor-~, r s 
is no need at this time for the Morrison said Wednesday. P ogre sively !ncreasing the 
. . . . . . . .  : . . . .  I.,, ex current Canadtan oil price of 
I r I s .  .I.¥,I, u l  l l i~ l J  I I ~1 i~ l l l  " * British Columbia govern- ,,Zot,,~ th th~ Ipcfl~lnttlre'R $]3.75 a barrel to the world ment to recognize B.C. ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . .  
Hydro's $5 billion debt as a public accounts committee price, now about $20 a barrel 
direct debt to the province, that she had recommended and climbing. The higher 
the province assume B.C. prices make it worth t~e 
as a direct liability unexplored territory, and 
B.C. has plenty of that. 
"O0 ITYOURSELF PLUMBING PY 
A weak front off the coast ABS Pipe' C.S.A. approved 
may bring some Clouds into on SALE for fhl's Week ' 
this area other than these 
few patches skies will he 
clear.. ' ~ ' ' REGULAR 
The expected high today is S IZE  PR ICE  SALE  
28 degrees Celsius and the 1Va Inches .e8 ~. .66  
overnight low is 8 degrees. 2 Inches 1.18' " ' .88  
3 Inc:hes 2;39 1.79 
• 4 Inches  3.46 .., 2.59  
I / m , ' "  I 
CHARLIE BELANGER 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
4436 Lakelse Ave, 
TERRAC E , B .C . ,  635-9319 
j 
I 
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ATRILL THINKS 
by Thomas Atrill 
u, 
Canadians enjoy one of the highest Standards o f  
living in the world. 
Perhaps we don but perhaps we delude ourselves to 
some extent. 
JConsider all the 'better', 'more efficient', 'longer 
lasting' products that we have at our disposal. 
Television commercials tell us t~at we have achieved 
the 'Milienium' and that all is perfect, or:marly so. 
Washes are clea~er, Nil-Smel•.makes air fresher, 
Heapmobile is 'perfecter' than..IMt year, and Cloud- 
Nine has abolished 'difficult days'. ':~ ' '  
In spite offal) the ballyhoo, you h.ave nagging doubts 
about he stat~of'otir advt , .UtOp ia .  'The toaster 
goes on the fritz and is only fit to be discarded. Hand 
tools bend and break and will not hold and egg. 
Furniture cracks up. True, we paid much more, but. 
where are those super products? , ,/ ,.,. ,. 
One product doesn't kill insects; It a t t r~ds ' t~m,  
another eats the garments it is supposed to whiten. 
Tires shed their skins while skimming along at fifty- 
five miles per hour. We find ourselves aving the can 
and discarding the opener. Automobile gas mileage 
is poor compared with the performance ofa decade or 
more ago. 
pop bottles pop. 
The list of defective products is long, and shows that., 
in many ways we have discarded the old'in favour of 
the inferior new. 
But, take heart, long-soffering consumer. All is not 
lost. The 'running-hoard'and the'stick shift' are being 
rediscovered. And Krazy Gloo is coming to the 
rescue, to fasten all those products that have bee~ 
coming avart. 
And President Carter is formulating a new and 
improved energy plan which will benefit Canada as 
well as the.U.$~.A~...,,,....~,, / ........ ~ ~-.:..' : i 
:"Peanut Power?". :~ .-. : ,...; ., .:,. i 
QUID 
RIDES? 
with 
Greg 
Middleton 
i i i 
I recently had occasion to spend some time with 
friends in a house on an island. In this house were 
children. A large number of children. 
That is one thing I have noticed about children, they 
seem to come only in largish groups. They run in 
packs, there is always a giggle of half a dozen or so 
young girls and a clamor of upwards of ten young boys 
all tumbling over one another. 
I never really did figure out how many children 
belonged in this house. I know there was two families, 
one resident, one visiting, but in the continuous tangle 
of arms and legs it was hard to get a proper head 
'count. 
At one point, when the cat made a break form the 
concerted effort being made to dlsmemher it, and ran 
out of one room and across the hall, followed one by 
one by the children, I thought I was going to at least be 
able to do an enumeration, even though I would be 
unable to separate out the neighborhood friends, but 
the cat ran out over the stairwdl. I was monentarily 
distracted by the look of exasperation on the poor 
feline face when it realized it had avoided being tor- 
mented for the moment only to fling itself out into the 
wide open spaces. 
As the cat disappeared own the stairway, the 
children going bumpety bump down after it, I lost 
count, But not long after that, o~e little girl took some. 
time out of torturing her brothers with demands that 
all manner of things she had no interest in be shared, 
to climb up onto my lap and recite the relationship of 
everyone to everyone lse. It was like a redtation of 
genesis. 
After she finished the family geneology, 'she in- 
terrogatnd me as to my reason for being, not Just my 
reasons for being there. This little two or thres-year 
old conducted an interview which would have made 
Dick Cavet or Patrick Watson proud, all while stan- 
ding precariously on one leg of mine. 
At the end of the guestioning she summed up by 
saying she felt I was a nice person and drem me a 
totally unidentfflable picture, possibly of myself. And 
you know, I have to admit I thought she was a rather 
nice person too, tf short. 
i 
Letters welcome 
The Herald Welcomes Its readers com. 
ments. All letters to the editor of g~era l  
public inh~resf wi l l  be printed. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
letters on grounds of possible libel or bad 
4asfe. ~ ' 
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Whether you're a summer, camper or a winter. 
recreation enthusiast,., or even,,lt you Jus~ enjoy, 
" sleeping under a warnl, comfortable quilt, you may 
own or have thought aboUtowr/l~down-fillnd clo th~ 
• or bedding. The  va lueof  down as an...~0la.U~...-~i 
materiel is well known; in addition to ItS ngnt:wmgnt 
and warmth, down's many attractive qualitie.s.~elude 
its compressibility, resilience, and its anmty m 
• 'la'eathe'. These features, and the fact that down is 
asy to care for, add up to comfort and convenience, 
• and that is something that almost all of us look for 
when making a purchase. .. _ , 
Today, the wide variety of down-~m~ ntems 
available on the market gives the const~nei' the ad~i 
vantages of choice, but also increases the need for an i 
informed ecision, So whether you're considering the .  i 
purchase of sieeP~,,gbags or quilts, winter sports wear ? 
work wear, if it s down-filled, here are a few things 
that you should know: 
- The undercoating of waterfowl, down a, n~S :. 
much like the puffball of a dandelion, hav i~, .~y  
filaments rising from a central quill point, Its in- 
aulatlng value results from air being trapped in its 3 : 
dimensional structure. Feathers provide insulation 
too, but because they ore fiat and 2 dimensional, they  
cannot rap as much air as down, and so the degre of 
insulation that they provide Is much less. 
- Most :down that is used in consumer preducts 
comes from ducks or geese, and it must be carefully 
washed and sorted to separate it from tl~ f~athers. 
Still, even the purest down contains ome feathers. .  
Under new regulations to the Textile Labelling Act, 
Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada permits an 
article to be labelled "down" if it coutalns'7$ per cent 
actual down, with the remaining 25 per cent a mixture 
which may include small feathers, down and feather 
fibre, and residual matter in precentages a epe¢ifled 
in theregulatious. The article cannot, h0wev~', be  
labelled "pure", "all" or "100 per cent" down. Any 
article containing less than 75 per cent down must 
bear a label showing the amount of fonthe.r or fibre, ,~ 
which has.heart addnd. 
- The.qu~dity of down is measured by Its ability to 
"loft" or by  its "filling power". This refers to the 
, number of cubic inches that one of down will fill 
~ at room temperature. Prime quality down will fill at 
, least 500 cubic inches while one of the best goose 
I down will fill ~)0cublc inches. It is the bird's age that 
l~gcly determines the quality of its down: the older 
the bird, the better the quality, the colour of the down, 
does not affect its quality, however, producte filled 
with' white down may be more expensive due to Its 
rarity and its advantage in not showing through light 
coloured fabrics. 
- When purchasing down-filled products,' the quality 
of construction and materials is an important con- 
alderation, as are the features of construction which' 
can determine the article's suitability to particular .~: 
individual, ne~s.  For example, if y~ r .equdre 
m~un~'~ar ind l i i i  a ~l~l jacket~'ymt' sh~tUdion~f~' . 
one having cuffs, a zipper guard, a hood with a 
drawstring, a close-fitting neck and wrist, and made 
of a down-proof fabric which doesn't absorb too much 
body heat. H seams are stitched to hold the down in 
place, there may be "cold spots" in the garment, 
therefore, articles designed with warmth in mind will 
have the down inserted inte a separate casing ba leen  
the outer fabric and the inner lining. When purchasing 
quilts or sleeping bags, ask about various types of 
construction which prevent or minimize cold spots. 
• Most down-filled products have care labels at-. 
tsched or printed care instructions upplied at fl~e 
time of purchase. It no information is given, or it you 
are unsure of :something, ask the salesperson. 
Generally, if the other parts of the article, can be 
washed, then the whole article i~ washable. , 
So, ff you're planning the purchase of a dewn~fiiled 
article, remember that while down prices may be up 
these days, the comfort and convenience offered by 
down products is still a bargain when the cold weather 
sets in. 
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CALGARY (CP). --~ At- 
tention energy-hungry 
worldl A fuel made from 
manure for about 28 cents a 
gallon Ls flowing in a con- 
versed garage on the out, 
skirts of Calgary, 
The garage belongs to 
Wilbur Griffith and the 
product is methyl fuel, a 
substitute for heating oil, 
diesel fuel and, with 
ref inements,  .perhaps 
gasoline. 
The fuel is being produced 
in the pilot plant from 
animal and human manure 
and barley straw. 
It has been produced by 
many others before, but no 
one has done it as quickly or 
cheaply as the process now 
controlled by Griffith and 
partner D.M. Grant. 
Key to the process i  an en- 
zyme or catalyst which 
launches a cooking action 
that transforms the manure 
and waste into a clear, 
combustible liquid• 
The catalyst was 
developed by two California 
scientists who .have agreed 
IN  CALGAR Y 
Manure producing fuels 
io provide the enzyme 'to 
Griffith and Grant on.a 
world.wide exlusive basis. 
"It's everything we hoped 
for," said Grant after a 
sample of the liquid was 
where interest has been would pay for iteelf in eight 
intense since the start," months. 
Griffith said. The 28-cent-a-gallon 
"Now that we have con. prodt~etion cost is based on 
firmed the production the assumption that .plant 
viability of the process, I owners have free access to 
analysed last week. would expect Immediate the feedstock, namely 
Since the initial story of contracts for between 75 and manure and assorted gar- 
the Griffith experiment 150 plants from those indi. h age. 
three months ago, more than viduals who have been 
350 individuals, corporations following our progress." A rancher could keep a 
and governments have come The plants will be twoton plant operating daily 
to Grifflth. fabricated in Calgary' and on manure from 150 head of 
"To date we have been ap. assembled on site by  cattle. . 
preached by people from all representatives of the "This, however, does not 
l0 Canadian provinces, 14 company now incorporated mean only animal and 
U,S. states, Italy, Austria, as Global Organics human waste will produce, 
New Zealand, Israel, ProcesBors Ltd. The corn- the fuel," Grifflth said. 
Tasmania, Switzerland, pany plans to sell the plants "We know there are a 
France, the U.W Japan, through, f ranch ises  multitude of combinations 
China, Indonesia, Hong Kong throughout the world, i ranging from wood chips to 
and Taiwan," he says. " Grlfflth. said a two.ton weeds that will produce a 
T "They don't challenge us, plant .will sell for about similar product, but we have hey believe us. They want 
the plants as soon as $30,000. It will turn out &heut not yet hed time to test these 
possible." 120 gallons of fuel and 1,800 ourselves•" 
Griffith expects that pounds of organizer fer- Initially, the plants will be 
construction of a two-ton Ulizers daily from twotons of available with capacities of 
production unit will begin solid waste. . two, l0 and 20 tons. Even- 
next week. Assuming a value of only tually, bigger plants will he 
"The first commercial unit 50 cents o gallon of fuel to the designed to produce the f~l  
will probably be sold in the owner and five cents a pound from the human waste in 
interior of British Columbia for the fertilizers, the plant large cities. 
IN NO VA SCOTIA 
New crude oil sought 
POINT TUPPER, N.S. 
(CP) -- The sprawling Gulf 
Canada Ltd. refinery in this 
Strait of Canso community is
running out of crude oil and a 
hunt is on to keep it supplied. 
• The refinery, which serves 
Gulf's Atlantic region 
market, may be forced to 
halt production temporarily 
within two weeks uniees its 
crude oil supplies are 
replenished, company of. 
flctsk said Wednesday. 
Almost every barrel of 
ugh~ crude pumped Into the 
refin~'-~, from tankers ince 
the plaift was completed at a 
cost ~0 mfllLon in t970 came 
from Irsn until the supply 
was cut off by an ollfield 
strike and subsequent 
upheavals in that country 
earlier this year. 
Since then, acting refinery 
manager Gary Rose said, a 
"hedge podge" of crude sup- 
plies from about eight dif- 
ferent countries including 
Kuwait and Venezuela has 
kept the Point Tupper plant 
in production. 
To keep the plant 
operating beyond early 
August, three things must 
happen quickly: 
--Gulf's crude supply 
people in Toronto arrange to 
swap some oil either within 
Gulf's international struc- 
Sure or with another • oil the deal, "we will Just dry 
company, up," Rose said. 
--The National Energy The refinery already is 
Board approves the swap. operating at well below its 
--A tanker carrying the 87,000-barrel a-day capacity, 
swapped oil gets under way ttirning out about 45,000 
for Point Tupper in time to 
keep the refinery in 
vroduction. 
Rose said the refinery has 
seen "its first glimmer of 
hope" in weeks in the last 
few ddys as Gulf crude 
supply people work on the 
deta[ts e ta  possible swap. 
But definite word is not 
expected until later in the 
week. 
If arrangements fail or If 
the NEB does not approve 
barrels daily of such refined 
products as gasoline and 
heating oil. 
Crude supplies on hand, 
said Rose, "will probably 
keep us going until about he 
first of August." 
Then, unless new supplies 
are on hand, the refinery will 
he shut down for main- 
tonance. "You could call it 
'opportunity maintenance! 
because we are running 
short of oil." 
Nuclear power 
gets repriewe 
By JOHN WARD "pres ldent '~ energy  
NEW YORK (CP)  - -  The message," said the Atomic 
U.S. nuclear industry, still Industrial Forum, an in- 
smarting from the Three dustry organizat ion,  
Mile Island accident, has following Carter's televised 
been given a reprieve from a speech on energy Sunday 
threatened moratorium on night. 
new construction and may be One key piank'in Carter's 
looking to better days. platform is a reduction in 
After the incident at the U.S. dependence on costly, 
Three Mile Island plant near imported oil. He challenged 
Harrisburg, Pa., last spring, utilities to reduce their oil 
the industry found itself consumption by 50 per osnt ~ 
.under heavy criticism and over the next decade. Coal 
was forced onto the defea- will certainly take' up some 
sire. of the slack', but the nuclear 
Recently, however, a industry feels confident hat 
series of new developments it will be vital in he lp~ 
meet the president's goal. 
Now, nuclear plants 
'have occurred, that may 
provide a welcome shot in 
the arm for the harassed 
proponents ofnuclear power• 
This week, for Instance, 
the U.S. Senate rejected a 
proposal that would have 
instituted a sixmonth 
moratorium on new con- 
.struction. Although the 
produce the enez~y 
~ ulvalen of abo~ 1.5 million rrela of oil a day. If 
planned •expansion is per- 
mitred, 'the. industry says, 
nuclear generating capacity 
will represent the equivalent 
of about 4.8 million barrels of 
federal Nuclear Regulatory oil a.day by 1990, 
Commission has imposed its Last month, at the Toiq¢o 
~own shortterm halt to new summit, leaders of the in- 
'permits, the Senate's refusal dustrialised non.CommUnist 
,to put the moratorium into. countries agreed that 
legislation is an encouraging development of atomic '
signal to the industry power must go on; despite 
The senators did tighten the possible hazards, . 
some of the regulations Carter has long been ,a 
concerning nuclear power proponent of nuclear eucrSy 
plants, but took no drastic and his latest statements, 
action, coupled with the stark 
The industry is a~so taking economies of the in. 
heart from President Car- ternational energy sitoaflon, 
ter's energy program, seem to indicate that nuclear 
"The absolute need for a power will remain a viable 
strong nuclear program is alternative in the years 
implicit throughout the ahead. 
• . • , o , , , . + , . .  ' . - , • 
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~ E ~  " (CP) -- for mehnadieapped, without crutelm, amd his /"Sometlme~ ha: )eave~' in 'SPeed,':a|ectr.0"!eal.ly'•co~ - m(xlelseanbe'riggedsomey "U.& firm,: The ~ •  Thaltl~elescestbetwnen' i 
~d--r~t~oW~l~ ~P~J.~.IL~ ed :'A~one can +rate  the tr+ole Is equipped wlth a the m.o .m~g ;,ml: d,,cem't~: ' I~  ::U.Mat.alxl+mz~. +e++[: ~in,~ pado.Hed..: . '  , -  10am he.makes Idmse~, ' l~00andl700withmolor, and i 
~u ge.uyor, w..oooy u.aunu~, trmycms provtatng they belt-drive and two batteries come oncK until 'dark. • moqex wmen'.¢an trav.o!+at ' : The belt drive is damgned. ~,dul+ trlcycieb sold in ~ without. + 
asveraz nanmesppea peopm have the use of their arms for distances "of up to 250 Gauthier, operations about 13 kilometreSaii aour, . espetially xor people with Canada re too llght tO earrv Gauthier says he has sold i 
in :Winnipeg are getting f0rsteering,"Gauthiorsays, kilometres. He averages 80 manager of a Winnipeg ~ar : Of.theflve tYl~as, his is ~e limited pedulling power and 'theheiivy hattorias, he~-y~, power units to custmners as 
around! a lot more lheso,... ~or  Eldun Bach, one of to 90 kllometres a day. dealership, has .inv. ented five m.~ a.~vanced. ~mers m: can't .be peoall~ without TheU.S.'mod~l heusea has far away as lnuvtk in the 
i~nYS;,/~.,.,; i.:..,_.'._~T~:,~Gauthier's" en!hus.iastle. "I don't usually put on that types of drives to power the .etu..oo, tonga-and, two~.pe~ e.n~.8!ag me motor, says a double inb~framework Northweat Territories 
_ ..j,~__,~.~;~_~,o~. ue.v~.o~ + 'customers, me me.ycm nas heavy abattery," says Gau- trlCyCms, oeit . .unve m~em, ona tronr- uaumer, deaianed for oa,4onds of Un although so far the tricycles 
_m~_P~ mx uau .e.ry- meam a great deal . . . . .  thier, "but he likes to . . . .  : . . . "  ._ wheel drive models, : They're "perfect for to 500 potmdi~,'and a wi~ themselves have been sold 
.POW .~,  adult-she tricycms Bach is. unable to walk travel." nm own m Cycte m a zo- All but the belt-dr.ive someone with a handicap or .saddle for comfort, ooJy in Winnipeg. 
_ _ , _ _ _ : . . . .  . heart condition to get out in _ _ 
current accounts in Smaller 
surplus or larger deficit han 
forecast in the present 
economic outlook," the 
OECD said in a news ro- 
lease. The OECD groups all 
major non-Communist in- 
dastrinllzed countries. 
Economic predictions for 
the United.States, Canada'a 
largest tradipg partner, 
.were opeeiully grim, 
Calling an economic slow- 
down in the U.S. "im- 
minsnt," the OECD said: 
"There must be a risk, 
imTtteularly given the latest 
oil pricerises, that it (the 
slowdown)will be somewhat 
~edu~tethan has seemed 
~to," 
)Repeatedly the OECD 
emphasized .the eonnomie 
e~eets of the fragile energy 
• / . • the air for a little excerc~se." Inflratlon hkely to rise Ganthierhaswonawerde • . for i dustri l and ,safety 
devices he de~,eloped for the 
• : air force during the Second 
OECD :countries ;'will be World War and later for dustrial input -  energy." flelals of the Parts-bad-S-petted to: ac'belerate,.pUt,...'Canadian 1Nait ional  
higher, growth slower and Because of-energ3/ Con- organization said. . .  .bm.reaseain!'reP]djspusable Railways. 
straints, reporters were.told, Concerning Canada, the incomes may not, in ~ the . He "began experimenting 
it is impossible for OECD report said "emsiderable absence of further fiscal with gas motors eu bicysles 
economies to "grow at an uncertainty aurrouade the coneesslcus, mateh the1978 three years ago with the 
annual rate of 4.5 per. cent likely development ofprices increa~:" . . intention of making powered. 
unless policies to use energy sau wages, urowm in me Gross bicycles for older people. 
more efflcie0tly and cut But food prices are likely Natimml Product, an • in- . But they were "ncisv and 
dependency on imported nil to rtse in tbe.coming year by dtcatiun of : the country's dirty and shook a/io~. '; 
are particularly successful, at least the 154q 16-per-cent economic, well-being,, is He switched to tricycles 
The economic outlook as- rise.in 1978, R said. predicted to stow ao~m our. because they are sturdier 
sumes there will be no The planned mid-year in- log the lssthalf Of 19?9 "and and to electric motors' 
general oil price increase in crease in the price of to remain below its linger- because they're "nolsel-- 
19e0. domestic rude oil will also term. average rate, . the clean and coet euetenth of a 
Iftbereis, theOECDcoun- pus hup.canadionconsumer OECD'said.: :,. penny per mfle to run." 
tri~ will slide farther into prices, me report said. Housing starts were also Gauth ie r  purchases 
recession and inflation will . It said the growth of Caua. predicted to ~zitinue falliag, ~cycle frames and some Of 
be further aggravated, of- man wage rates are 'ix. daring the rest ofL he-year, the parts foi" the drives from 
, ByANN DUNCAN 
PARIS (CP)'-- Fuelled by 
higher. food and energy 
pr i ces , ,  in f la t ionary  
pre~ures ~ Canada are 
Uke~. to kcream during the 
~ 1 ~ ,  " ~ OrPnizatlon 
for Eeonmnic Coopenilon 
and Devekpmont predicts. 
The seml..-.nal O£CD 
forecast, 'released Wed- 
nasday, also sa~d the 
Canadian unemployment 
rate; despite its recent 
eline,~could start ris~8 soon 
to 8.5 per.. cent. 
l 'bez~x~ x~t  te the pub- 
:lishersl before/ recent 
, ~  i n .~b ' :by  rite 
'+pun+ +f ~P+tz~leum 
:~x~[ng+ ~ontrins +to L~- 
Grease erude-,oii prices, 
predicted little change in 
:Canada's. bainnce.of-pay- 
mmla a i i f l on  in. the next 
year. ' ' .  
But at a news:conference, situqtlon. . 
OECD, officials said the "For the first time, since 
intcet.OPEC price.increases the days of immediate, pest-. 
could add a!~t  t500 million war recovery, there is now a 
to "Canadei'Ji predicted very real. rlSk that the sknrt- .
halance-of-pa~me~its deficit and medimnt~i.m growth of ' 
of $4.5 billion in lgg0', living standards and em- 
As a result of the OPEC ployment will be constrained 
decisions, inflation in the .PA by availability of a key In-,, 
sTo,..o 
VAN'S OONTRAOTINI 
Furniture Repair 
, Restorations, Hope Chests ' .  
Custom Mad0 Furniture Refinishing 
; General Building COntracting 
635-5585 
2610 Kalum St, Terraoe 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- TORONTO (cP) - The 
Prices were mixed in heavy Toronto stock market was 
trading Wednesday on the down sharply at the close of 
Vancouver Stock Exchange. acUve trading Wednesday. 
Voinme to clese was 3,826,487 The TSE S00 index dropped 
sl~nreG....--,,~..,..,., , ,  10.~4 to 1550.78 .... ~ . : 
In  Die lsniusti'isls, M&~ , .An anatyst, said. profit . .  
M.i~lsn Blondsl was up ½ at taking ahd weakness in New' 
$37% on 11,000 shares, York took the market down. 
Pagurien was up .05 at 14.65 
mi 9,140,, Gres$ National 
Land wds' unchanged at 36 
on 8,500'and Northway Ge~-. 
tail wU unchanged at tl,55 
on 7,000. Goldale Investment 
A was Unchanged at$5½ and 
Raleo was unchanged at 
$1Ss/4. 
On the resource and 
development board, Seadrift 
Resouroe~ was up .~ at 32 
310,167 shares, Tournigan 
Mining was m~haaged at .93 
on ~OS,O00, Silver Standard 
was up .17 at $1.05 on 130,040 
and Rndford Mines was off 
.0~ at $1.m on e4,000. New 
Cinch Uranium was up .10 at 
$4.40 and Omni Resources 
was un~lmnged at$6. 
On the curb exchange, 
NCA Minerals was down .03 
at .&S on S4S,000 shares, 
Neptune Resources jumped 
.43 at t3,60 on 58,899, Can- 
zona Minerals was up .01 at 
.43 on 41,700 and Cherokee 
, Development was down .01 
at .43 ~n 30,500. Burlington 
Gold was unchanged at ,35 
amd Cannon Resources was 
up .0~½ at .36½. 
Volume was 4.01 million 
compared with &16 million 
Tuesday. 
Among industr ia ls,  
Falco~bridge Nickel A fell 
l%to  $38Y~, Hudson's Bay 
Oil and Gas 1% to $707k, 
Home Oil B 1½ to $61~/4, 
Canadian Occidental Pet- 
roleum 1% to $39V4 and 
Dome Petroleum IV4 to 
SaS½, 
Silknit A rose 60 cents to 
$5, MacMillan Bioedel ½ to 
$27%, Gulf Canada ~/~ to 
$35~/4, Canadian Pacific ~ to 
$31"/+ and Inco ~ to S33. 
Melntyre Mines declined 1½ 
to $45½, Vestgron Mines % 
to, $14% and Placer 
Developments ½ to $29½. 
Dome Mines advanced % 
to' $4574 and Dickenson 
mines % to $8~s. 
PsaCanadlan Petroleum 
was down i½ to $56, Ram 
Petroleum % to $9% and 
Page Petroleum % to $16'h.. 
Coseka Resources was up % 
to $6V~ and Great Canadian 
Oil Sands % to $23:~. 
I I l | I ) .  - _ - O a l D . O a H I . O ' g l I " ~ 4 1 ~  ' 
Ev's Mens Wear i 
i TALSTRA I OOMPAN¥ iar r ls lers  l Solloilere 
' Terrace - Hazeltoe 
Are pleased to announce 
EDMUND F, DE WALLE 
:has joined the firm in the 
practice ofla~. 
• ' -  "+  " ' : " : ' :  . . . .  ' i , '  ~ 
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BUSINESS D IRECTORY "'!=< 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ +,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  • t I i, ~ Y 1•~1 
- .x~' .  " " " "  " " ~ , .  ' i , "  " " "  : , , ' , . '~t~/"4  
Re+dy MIXC~ncrele; ' ,%nd,Gravel ,  YOp Soil,. Drain I ' "  " " " ' " " . . . . .  r "  • • 
rock:;, Patio iBlocks,"C0ncrefe .Gravel, Begs of  ",* - ' " ; ; "  ';" "" " " "' ' " " . . . . .  l ' ' ' I Cemeni,%Yardc.oncreleMlx+ravallableforrent. I+: +`.,wayside Grooe lee, : 
WED~LIVLqSATUROAYS I "  "4711-G. Keilh AVe, ] . ' :  + I 
PHON~ 635.3936 l . . . . .  I 
F.,,..~AD~MiX IYour  friendly convenience:store ! 
Construction Ltd. ~. . . .  
~ ~ ' ~  days 6,30  am - 12 midn ight  
Plant0ff Rrumm Rload I ~ -' ~J . / ' k , ; . J  . . . . . .  ~ " , ~ +z t0 f  Rload Iw.. , .d, +' 9: 00 am ,to 12 midn ight  
, Thornhi l l  
NORTHWEST PiPe 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Lid, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHORIZED 
~ e '  SERVICE 
DEPOT 
Phlllps,/~gnevox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Non.-Sat. -- 9 a.m, - 6 p.m. 
Friday -- 9 a.m. • 9 p.m. 
44;~{ l . l k t ' l~t '  " 1 ; . |~1  4~4,{  
t 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE, PLUmBiNG SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS ANDBOLTS, F I~NCING, 
! WATE R S(~It~TEN E RS ~.- At~O ~OR S -- 
6239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro 
635.11H 
.+  
• J 
' EASTS ID_ .E  
GROGER. 1" & L.41. NDRO.W..tT 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve }'ou 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKEHOS 9:11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2!04 
YOUR FRIEHDLY COHVEHIEHCE STORE 
• i+ . , 
( ;  I ,A ( :  i E l{  
I~ ~.~,~'~ 4419 Legion Avenue 
:;;ore '~~[~;ST~; ; i~ :  ~ A•C ,, ,,, i)h,t,' (; la~s a,, d 
Do" , l'e'l ~lunzinunn ~ervic,, 
Cleaners Ltd. k , Smooth  Sa i l ing  ' 
~ m m e r c l e l  Servicing " 
i ~ ~ n ~ ,  Fmlng 
I eharlie Belanger 
d"*' 
PLUMBING&HEATINGL 'TO.~'  ' ,~:: ~: 
" " "Unique Bathroom Boui~q~e ",,',;,'~ ,L.::;, '~T' 
,~:..__.....,,.... ~TIT  ;~, E-C~/- ~V~ ~. ~ ....................... 
• " .  ' 
P O. BoxS34 • ' PHONE 635.9319 
• TERRACE. O C. VOG 4B5' . OR 635.9320 
~ i c e  Gas, Wood • Oil Furnaces 
• MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
!MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Spaoe Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
SMALL APPLrANCES LAWN MOWERS. 
RENOVATING. BICYCLES.  ETC. 
• o f fe rs  I " "  SUEDEFORTHEBESTINAND LEATHER a dyma d 
20 o =- . , -  an n Unlimite off all regular priced 2 LOCATIONS 
merchandise for residents who have been 4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mall (Next  to Mr .  M ikes )  Call B'ILL or DALE ~J943 Mountsinvlew 
in Terrace for 20 years or longer i 3212 KALUM PNONL~635 6357 ,3 . , ,  or 435.396/ Terrace, B.C. 
their , | ' . " 635-2838 ' , during 
O ~ l~th  Ii i Pro-Tech Electronics Engineer,ng I l ]xA] r ) [ ' , f z ] r  T~v" II RESIOENTIALJ ~wl~& HOT WATER 
I I lJVJ/-J./I[t_AtL.PLJAL Off ices ,  Customl I HEATiNGA~'~E~A~S&mI~VICE 
I SERVINGTERRACE&KIT IMAT J I~. • , .  - -  I I ~ ,, )~_  a , ,+V Annive, fsary i 
WiSe .~ /U$B/ | /~  ~ homes ,  F i rep laces  Celebr t, ons i I rviceAIICommerclal&HomeEnterfainmenl I ! I I  
Appliances including Microwave * & e . I Warranty~., ! I remodelh  General ~r~ntry I l Jan s Healing i Thursday, July 1 9 i '  Sany, oSosndesign, Keuwead, Admirai, Hitpchi | | ' ' | | ~_....-.X,,,-~ ,.~_.U a,~. . l ' Morse Electrophonic I I J am an , , .  I i 
| Hammond Certif ied Technician ' I i 40=,401 I I ~ ~  
i EV S MENS WEAR LTD. I ~ ~ I  I m 
- |4605 Lakelse Avenue Phone 635-5420 j Cal l  US at 635-6357 9 to 5 
! 
! 
i 
il • ; 
2/ 
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SPORTS 
Cedar Kings' catcher tries for home run. 
. , . . .  
Toronto Argonauts, in a end  zone, holding the ball 
game punctuated by a rash aloft. 
of~ pennlties and 12 fur- Terry Metcall scored To-. 
nevbrs, defeated Hamilton ronto's other touchdown in  
Tige~r.Cato 18-11 in Canadian the second quarter on a two- 
Football League action yard pass from Adams. Ian 
Wednesday night at Ivor  bunter added a field goal, 
Wynne Stad ium.  ~,  ~, ,1o . . .a  . . . . . .  ., 
The. Eastern Conference 
cont~t, delayed 15 minutes 
due to pro-game ceremonies 
honoring Ticats vice- 
.president Ralph Sazio must 
nave made the former 
Hamilton coach and general 
manager blush with era. 
barresment. 
The victory evened the 
Argonauts, record at 1-1, 
Wliile the 10es was 
I~a'milt0n's' second ' inas  
    -s. ongumes. 
cats also lost all four 
of their pre-season games. 
Toronto quarterback Tony 
Adams scored the~clinchin8 
touchdown on a beautifully. 
executed bootleg with 6:18  
remaining in the game. The 
scoring play was proceeded 
by a fumble, as was one of 
the other two touchdowns in
the game. 
On a second-and-12 
situation at his own 10-yard 
line, Hamilton quarterback 
Dave Metier, who replaced 
Ed Smith to start he second 
half, fumbled a snap and the 
ball was recovered by 
llnebacker Richard Lewis. 
Toronto moved to the 
Hamilton one-yard line and, 
on third down, Adams faked 
a hand-off to the left side and 
bootlegged right. Re wa~ all 
two singles and a convert. 
Nell Lumsden' scored 
Hamilton's only touchdown 
on a seven-yard pass from 
.Smith Jn the first quai'tor. 
~.umsaen and Marler each 
addedsingles onwide field. 
goal attempts, toaccount for" tempts potted from 27 and 
the remainder of the 36 yards out, 
Hamilton scorlng. It was Metcalfs seccad 
, A total of- 25~ yards in, fiunble that led to the first 
penalties were handed out,.' touchdown in the opening 
130 on 13 infractions to the- quarter. 
Argos., The Tlcats were. 
called 11 times. 
There were seven inter- 
ceptions in the contest, four 
by Toronto. Each club 
.fumbled three times, with 
Hamilton recovering two of 
its miscues and .Toronto 
losing possession on all 
three. 
The Argos held a wide 
advantage in net yardage, 
anmsslng 268 yards, com- 
paredwith 147 for the Ticate. 
The Argos gained 157 yards 
on the ground, with Metcall 
accounting for '93 on 15 
carries. 
The first half, which ended 
11-8 in Toronto's favor; was 
comedy of errors by both 
clubs, with more action 
resulting from missed plays 
• than offensive.design. ' 
The Tleats howed little of; 
fence, managing just four 
flint downs-- nly one in the dams moved the Argos to 
second quarter, the Hamilton 46 where the 
Toronto moved the hall visitors received a big break 
effectively on occasion, on the first-down play. 
especially on the ground. Adams flreda pass directly 
The Argos picked up 115 into the hands of Hamilton's 
yards and totalled 13 first Zac Henderson at the ~eais' 
downs In the opening. 30 .~ 40.~.Hendersoh and Metealf 
minutes. ~ , , ; ,  : i  ~, :,~ thee,engaged in a foot race 
The Argonauts tried tier" '~ toward the Argos' end zone, 
best o keep the Ttcato in the with Metealf making the 
game, especially Metealf, tackle at the Toronto eight. 
who fumbled on three ec- The Tlcats, however, wore 
caslonn, and Sunter, who offside on the piny., ne'gallng 
missed, on field-goal at- Henderson's effort. 
Hamilton again gave the 
Argos a break when they 
were assessed an ch- 
jectlonable-cenduot callwith 
Toronto facing a third.and-10 
situation at the Hamilton 41- 
yard line. The Argos, keyed 
The running back's initial by a 22.yard run by Meteall, 
fumble, recovered by Rocky moved to the Hamilton three 
DlPietro, occurred ea a punt where it took them three 
return, with the Hamilton plays to score. 
player falling on the ballet On third down from the 
the Argos' 25-yard line. twoi Adams rolled to the 
However, the Ticats were right and hit an uncovered 
offsidsontbeplayandhedto Metcalf in the end zone. 
kick over again. . .. Sunter never got a chance to 
In a show of generosity, attempt he convert when 
Metcalf proceeded tofumble the snap went high and 
on Toronto's first offensive holder Mark Jackson tried 
play, following .the second uasuocessfully to run the ball 
punt, with Eary Jones into the end zone for a two- 
i'bcevering at the Argos' 23- paint conversion. : 
yard line. ' After missing with his two 
• field.gcal attempts in the 
Smith hit LelfPette~sen at" opening quarter -- both of 
the Argos' seven.yard line which •went for singles --  
and, after an incomplete Sunter finally connected 
pass,.foand Lumsdcn with a from 22 yards out at 9:04 of 
touchdown pass at 8:15. . the second quarter. 
Toronto took the lead with' Hamilton's other point 
a penalty-assisted march came at 11:07 of the first 
that started from Its own 30- quarter when Marler missed 
yard llne inthe :final three on a 40-yard field-goal at, 
minutes Of' the hall tempt. 
CINCINNATI 
Former track great Glenn 
Cunningham says he, and 
not British star Roger 
Bannister, was the first 
runner to break the four- 
minute mile barrier. 
The former American 
Cunningham claims record 
' " " .'i ".-~ "~.',,:  .~v , r !  ~'.'~ , 
tAP) - -  coach not to say anything 'qt~w~::in. th~,.epringof a4:06.7.Helaterrana4:04.4 
1930.- I was in high school mile indoors which was not about he feat. • • ~ - 
"I really opa~d'tlp and 
when my coach Roy Vwrne~ 
looked at the time he was 
petrified," Cunningham 
recalled in a telephone in. 
terview from his home in 
Conway, Ark. 
baeki.in Kansas ~and. ,,was 
running a.~pracflee, mile 
before going to the national 
interscholastic meet at the 
University of Chicago. 
Bannister Is credited with 
the first sub four-miunte 
mile, a 3:59.4 clocking in 
1954. 
Cunningham never an an 
official ' sub-four minute 
mile, but held the world 
record from 1934 to 1907 with 
recognized as a record 
because itwas a paced race. 
He twice competed in the 
Olympics and in 1933 won ~le 
Sullivan Award, presented to
the top American amateur 
athlete. 
Curmingham will be 70 
next month and has seen the 
mile mark pushed to a 
3:46,95, which was ac- 
complished Tuesday by 
Sebastian Cos of Britain. 
runner said Tuesday in a "He said, 'Don't tell 
copyrighted interview with anybody about this became 
the Cincinnati Enquirer that if yOU can't do it agalm when 
be ran a 3:58.9 mile during a you get to the University (of 
high school practice in 1930, Kamas), they'll think they 
lint was told byhis  track messed you up.' 
WHAT I/THE FASTEST 
THING IN THIS AREA ? 
A gal who just read a 
great sale ad in... 
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gMale beauty oil Winner 
• LYTHAM ST. A N N E S ,  ~ha Scorm of some other 
• England i (AP) - -  ' Bill touring, pros were: Toni 
~L,ongmuir, an obscure golf .Ktte,'73; Lee Elder, 76; Ed 
pro:and .sometimes male Sneed and Ray Floyd, 73; 
beauty-¢ontestwinner, ti da Hubert Green and Johnny 
couple of records on his way Miller, 77; Masters champ 
~o u six.under.p~r. 65 that Fuzzy Zoeller, 78; Tom 
captured the flrst-round.lead Weiskopf, 79, and Andy 
bY three strokes Wednosday. North 8~.' , . .  
lathe 108th British Open golf ' ' 
championship. ' ' Gary Player' the South 
' Thescore -- a mng~fleent .eventAfricanthreeWh°times,has wonshot athi 77 
offertin the wet, cold, windy -- two strokes higher .than 
weather in which the Britons the score posted by his 17- 
take such pride for their on- year-old son Wayne. 
tlonal championship -- had Longmulr birdied five 
~e American pros shaking holes In a row starting with 
their heads in disbelief. • the third, one putt falling 
Longmuir, a 26-year, old from the 35-40 font range. He 
Briton of Scottish idoscant, birdied the ninth from about 
 yed the front slda Wed- eight feet,  hl inS oe the 
i~mis~i~ y In 29. That tied a 28. 
B.~Ush Open record and his He got to eight under par 
6S matched the best round with birdies on the 10th and 
r an Open championchlp on 12th; then had to work hard 
e difficult, 6,822-yard' par- cominghome. He missed the 
Tl Royal Lytham and St. green and bogeyed the 14th. 
Annes Club course. On the 15th, he had to drop an 
"Good gosh," said U.S. 18-footputttoavoldadouhle- 
Open champion Hale Irwin, bogey. And he dropped still 
second place, but three another putt, again' an 18- 
shois hack at 68. "What a footer, to save par c n the 
round of golf. That's in- 17th. .. 
ci'edible. My hat's off to 
him." , Irwin matched par overi 
iIrwin, who playedthe the front, side. His effort 
coming home was the best of 
tougher hack nine in 33, was the day. 
alone in second and Jerry' 
Pate held third at 69. Ieao Re got a" six.iron shot 
Aoki, the best of the within eight feet and made. 
Japanese contingent, was the putt on the 10th, holedl 
(heonly other man under par from 35 feet for hurdle on the' 
at 70. . next, wedged within about 
Lee Trevino, twice a eight feet and want three 
British Open winner, topped under par 'on the 13th. He 
the group at par 71. Also at then finished out with p~rs, 
that figure were .Orville but had to une-putt three 
Moody, Australian Terry times to do it, giving him 10 
Gale and former British one-putt greens for the day. 
Amateur champ Peter 
McEvoy. N[oldaes scored his ace 
'..The group at 72 Included with a five-iron on the 212- 
Nluklans, who had his XOth yard, fifth hole. He birdied 
career hole-in-one before the next two, both par 3S 
playing the back nine te a fat after eaching in two. But he " 
40, Ben Crenshaw and Tom (ell apart coming home, 
Watson, this year's leading three-putting twice, making . 
monay-winner and the bogey from a hunker on the ': 
outstendingplayeringolffor 16th and failing to get it up" 
the last 2½ seasons. ' and down on the lath. 
..... 
pitches 
• -. Denby Page pitched a two-win, no lou "tournament for the Cedar Kings In a 
recently held tournament on the lower mainland in which his team placed second 
behind a team from Nanalmo. Pag¢'.u skills will be needed again by Ms team 
when they take oa Four Star Consirectinn from the Abbotsford senior "A" men 
fastball league rids weekend in Terrace. Denby's performance Is his latest 
tournament oftwo runs in Z8 Inninpwon him the recognition of the touruament's 
best pitcher. The Cedar Kings will need thin kind of pitching if they hope to put up 
a good fight agalnst'the team from Abbotaford. 
Red S ox try t a flip the flop 
BOSTON (AP) . A year .~e .mid:seaann pause, champion Yankees are 11 There's only one lengthy Manager DonZimmer ex- centre fielder's ability to 
pam~t-b~,tl~. , ~  ~..~. .~le:~b~,~ .~) ,~r~l~a~r~, . , , ,~ ,~ne bS,,~,~t~.u~ ~er~.ho~. s t~ ,~ pec~.to~k~|th ~Lto X~ avoidlatesesSOn fatigue tha.t 
linger, u~ston' Red Sox  ..me rest ox_the way aa~lc~ ~-<~(liitln~ offt~eit~r ~f i i .  .... F~i~ay P~,~'~'~ i' "~aihe~ ~: ~ctor~s~is~ ~i ' ;  the ~ ~ ~ ~gffed hini"f~[he'pnst ~''
prepare for baseball's ~e .Ab ~ast. title to the TheRedSoxgetabreaksa mid-August. I lsfellowedby SOx won 99 'games,'but the wlllhe,a.nimportantfactorin 
second season, hoping to Yankees m me one-game the schedule resumes. The a road trip to Minnesota, Yankees had 100. ' ~oston s fortunes, as well as 
avoid their 1978 secondhaif playoff. ' homestand includes three Kansas City and Chicago. The pennant race is the in Lynn's quest of the home 
Tne Red Sox are 56-32, the games each with the lowly The Red Sox don't play major Red Sox story, but as run title. 
Baltimore or New York until the schedule continues Carl Yastrzemski, who 
September, with home and through the sweltering' will be 40 on Aug. 22, is 
away showdowns against summer ,  ind iv idua l  closing in on his automatic 
both teams.. The "regular sttallstics will be in the Hall of Fame ticket. He 
season ends with a three- spot!ght, needs only 45 hits for a 
flop in 1979. 
Oneyoaraga, Bostmhada second-best record in the "Seattle Mariners• and 
nine-game lead over major leagues, and the Oakland A's, with a pair 
Milwaukee Brewers at the second-best record in the AL against California Angels. 
all-star break. ~ New York East, two behind Then comes atough 12-game 
~ankeea were 11½ games' Ba l t imore  games Orioles.  road trip against Texas 
~auk. But the Red Sox lost 11 Milwaukee is s ix  games Rangers, Cleveland Indians game series in Detroit, Sept. Fred Lynn leads the AL career total of 3,000 and one 
of their first 17 games after ' behind and the World Series and Milwaukee. 38-30. with 24 home runs and the home run for 400. 
Cooke tries golf championships 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. Three of the four B.C. IVAcFall of Richmond, who aud' 1973 provincial Junior 
team member'Lisa Young of (CP) --Delendlng champion team members survived the 
Lynn Cooke of Vancouver first day. 
was one of eight golfers in Holly Warns of Richmond 
contention for the British edged Laura Iwasaki of 
Colombia women's amateur Kamloo~ 6 and 5 and Gall 
went down 3 and 2 to Vicki 
Woodcock of VancOuver... Prince Rupert beat Anne 
In other play; Susan Newman of Campbell River 
McCleery of Kamloops beat 4 and 3. 
Blllle Bartiey of Richmond 3
championship, after the first Moore of Vancouver and 2, Traey Stoddard of: In today's first round, 
day of match play Wed. eliminated top Prince Vancouver needed two extra Cooke plays Westall, Moore 
nesdsy. George junior Patti Grant, 4 holes to stop Lynn Akert of meets Stoddard, Warne is 
Cooke heat Dawn Cos, last and 3. Pentieton, Val Westall of against Younge and 
year's B.C.junlorchampion, The only provincial team Vancouver beat Maureen Woodcock plays McCieery.. 
3 and 2. ' member to lose was Fin Hibherson of Victoria 5 and 3 The two survivors after to. 
Archer keeps team in pace 
Smith of Harvey Station,- 
N.B., was 58th with 1,131; 
Run Lippert, Waterloo, Ont., 
60th, 1,128; Stan Slatkowski, 
Toronto, 68th, i,113, and Phil 
Talbot, New Westminster, 
B.C., 66th, 1,U2. 
LOOKING 
wFOR A 
"H 
l "  
M 
.A 
L. 
See our T? 
day's soco0d 18 holes play a 
30.hole final Friday. 
The B.C. team of Cooke, 
Moore, McFall and Warne 
was selected Tuesday after 
the sixth round of games 
played in Vancouver, Vic- 
toria and Princo George. 
It will compete in the 
Canadian championship 
Aug. 22 to 25 in St. John's, 
Nfld: 
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Soviets plan 
new invasion 
MOSCOW (AP) -- The 
opening of the 1980 Moscow 
Olympics is  just one year 
away, and authorities expect 
the biggest influx of 
foreigners into the Soviet 
Union since the Germans 
invaded during the Second 
World War. 
Between July 19 and Aug. 
3, 1980, about 300,000 foreign 
spectators, 12,000 athletes, 
3,0o0 officials and special 
guests, 3,.5OO referees and 
7,400 journalists will pour 
into Moscow. 
Another 300,000 Soviet 
urlsts are expected to 
siege the city as well, as 
the Olympic torch arrives 
from Athens via Bulgaria 
and Romania. 
The Soviet Union is ex. 
trew..~ly ~ow that it will 
he on the world's cent re .  
stage for a spectacular that 
officials say is "more than 
just sports: a forum of 
peace, intellectual and 
physical flthe~ of harmony 
and humanism." 
In what is planned as a sort 
of rehearsal of tee new facil- 
Ities, the seventh Spartakiad 
begins on Saturday with 
athletes from more than 80 
countries pyu'tini, pating. 
The biggest project is con- 
structlOn, and 'ever since 
1974, when.  Moscow was 
designated t#play host o the 
Games; aninnreasing share 
of resources has been' 
diverted into Olympic 
~llding. 
The Soviet press reports 
that almost 30,680 Komscmol 
(Young Communist League) 
members have .been  
mobilized to help in ease of 
delays, In addition to 
demobilized servicemen,  
BERLIN (AP) - -  Olympic 
gold medalllst Darrell Pace 
kept his lead over two 
American teammates inthe 
second round Wednesday of
the World Target Archery 
championships: 
Pace seerea 678 points 
from distances of 30 and 50 
metres. His two-day total is 
place among the 73 women 
wlthan 1,138 total.She stood. 
23rd on Tuesday. Linda 
Kazienko f Toronto was 37th 
• with' 1,134 and MarteClande 
Pitre of Carignan, Qua., 
stood 49th with 1,097. 
In the field of 95 men; Chris 
Canucks plan 
1,281 points, a 24-point VANCOUVER (CP) -- 23 when they meet he Kings 
margin over defending world Van couverCaneckswlllplay here and the next night in 
champion Richard most of .their qxhibition Victoria. 
McKinney, 1,257, and third, games against former World Edmonton visits Sept. 26 
placed Rodney Baston, 1,240. Hockey Association clubs, 
With a total score of 3,778 ~e National Hockey League and Winnipeg is here Sept. 
points, the Americans have a crab said Wednesday. 28, On Sept. 30 the Cunucks 
143-point lead over Bel~.um, play the Oilers at. Spokane, 
whlchhes3~-$~po--idts-iKflib Of "the nine exhibition Wash., and travel to Win. 
team event. ' games, an increase of one nipeg to meet he Jets Oct. 2 
Jln-HoKimofSouthKorea from inst year, threawWbe andOet. 3inBrandon. 
stayed ahead of American against Winnipeg Jels and They play the Rockies at 
rival L~etts Jshns0n in two will be against Ed- Denver Oct. 5 and the Kings 
Women s sec0nd-round monton Oilers who Join the at Los Angeles Oct. 6. ' 
NHL this year. 
The Canucks will meet Los 
Angeles Kings three times in 
e~hibition play and the other 
game will be against 
uoxorado Rockies. 
The exl.~i, bitioas begin Sept. 
Jho~ing, giving her team to 
&lead in the combined event 
over runner-up Australia as 
the Americans slipped to 
third. 
iThe 17.year-old South 
Korean girl scored 648 points 
in the seeond'roupd for 8, 
total of 1.289. She has a 10- 
point margin over Johnson,~ 
who has scored 1,259 despite 
an intestinal di.scrdsr that 
has hit many competitors. 
South  Korea lands the 
women's team event with 
S,396 points, ahead of' 
Australia, 3¢624, the United 
States, 3,6i8, Britain, 3,581, 
~T d West Germany, 3,523. 
he leading Canadian 
~'aher, Joan McDonald of' 
T~zto, dropped to S6th 
The Canucks also an. 
neunced that John Muckler, 
45, who coached Dallas 
Block Hawks to the Central 
Hockey League title last 
~l~ ar, will leave his job with e farm club to become a 
scout in the organization. 
friends forllfe 
T The Canadian Red Cross Society 
BUSIHESS 
In,nEoC. onvl 
workers from industrial 
plants and students. 
Seaports, railway stations, 
airports and frontier 
crossing points are being 
refurbished. Ne~' roads are 
being built and the old ones 
repaved. New hotels are 
going up and more res- 
taurant facilities provided. 
Olympic officials report 
they will lay out about 
million for construction of 
sports facilities. 
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F IXED??  
See Our 
BUSINESS 
DIRECTOR| 
on 
PAGE 5 " 
20th 
AnniverscLry 
celebrcLtions 
are underway, at 
:v,s sons wear 
from July 16-21 
All, summerstock reduced 
• , Storewide savinD & sales 
3 DOOR PR IZES PER DAY 
EV'S MENS WEAR LTD, 
4600 Lakelse 630-6420 
:!  
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MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space 
Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
t 
. i~  
I 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
• MOT:ORCYCLES I  
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Al lowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
61 
LOST 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.16 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
• NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents par agate line. 
Minimum charge 55.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD.  
VERTISlNG: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
6USINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prlor to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday• 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of S5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques; 
WEDDING DESCRIP -  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
55.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, wlt,h or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
34, FOR RENT 
MISC. 
CLASSIF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
37, 
PETS 
, pHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1,1978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mfh 3.0C 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 ruth 15.00 
By Mall 6 ruth 25.0¢ 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and fo 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edff, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the. sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions net picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advert isement wi l l '  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals  of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advert isements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vert iser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the e~ent ()f ani~error 
appearing Ir~ ~ th~ ad- 
vert isement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount, paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied b~, the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
A~vertlsements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
38, 
WANTED MISC.  
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Kitimat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kitlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings. 
0:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available! 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mort. 8 p.m. • Alanon • 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Th:~rs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. (notfn) 
39 ,  
MARINE 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
Fridays - Open Meetings 8:30 3.4621 Lakelse - 635-3907 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday I p .m. .  3 p.m. 
Kltlmat General Hospital. and 4p.m. • S p.m. or phone 
AI-Anon Meetings. Tuesdays anytime: Lisa 63S.3164, 
- 8:00 p.m. United Church Carol 635-5136 (nc-tfn) 
(nc) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mi l ls  Memor ia l  Hospital 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
• any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
end 3 p.m. Thank you. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Cm*.~nlllng 
& Crisis LIne for 
Women 
638-8368 
WANTED [J(JNAT IONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
• The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held af the Thornhl l l  
Elementary School on the 
fourth Fr iday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for en ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
wr i t ten consent for Ira.. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nta'slng care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HE.ALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held.. 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental,  
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1-2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION - 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They wil l  be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SEPTEMBER 
Tuesday, September 4/1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday,September 9, 1979. 
12,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, September 10, 1979. 
small Bingo 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
12,000.00 Bingo 
OCTOBER • 
Tuesday, October 9, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, October 14, 1979. 
12,000.00 
Tuesday, October 23, 1979. 
small Bingo 
Sunday, October 28, 1979. 
$3,000.00 Bingo 
NOVEMBER 
Sunday; November 4, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
small Bingo 
Sunday, November 19, 1979, 
12,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November ~27, 1979, 
Small Bingo 
DECEMBER 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1919. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 BIngo 
For  more Information 
' KERMODEFRIENDSHIP  
~ SOCIETY 
44Sl GREIG AVE. 
.v  :TERRACE, B.C. 
"*~ VgG IMa 
": ~ %"  635-490~ 
(NC.23Dec) 
Mr. & Mrs .  R.J .(Bob) 
Hoffman 696 Columbia Road 
Abborteford B.C. formerly of 
Terrace, B.C. are pleased to 
announce the engagement of 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE ~lS.SNO after six 
(Ctfn.14.6.79) 
Lost last Friday, a ladles 
white cardigan on Lazelle 
between Kalum & Sparks at 
4:00. A reward Is offered. If. 
found PLEASE phone 5.7601. 
(C2.20July) 
Babysitter wanted, full-time 
to come In. In Thornhlll area. 
Phone 635.9279. (CS.20July) 
Full time position with Bank 
for cashier.typist. Contact B. 
Cameron af 635-6391. (A3- 
23July) 
APARTMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
Experienced couple needed 
to manage apartment  
complex. Must be capable of 
76 Suzuki GT 380. Good 
condition. Asking $1050.00 
O.B.O. Phone 5-3596 after 4 
p.m. (P10-30July] 
1970 650 Kawasakl. 1978 750 
Su~.ukl. Low mileage. Phone 
635-2173 or 635-2508. (P4. 
20July) 
'1974 125 Yamaha Enduro 
street dirt bike. Completely 
re.bui lt  motor.. In good 
running condition. Asking 
~.50. O.B.O. Phone 635.5316 
after S. (P5-19July) 
1977 CB750F Supersport 
Honda with windjammer. 
Low mileage. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635-3824. 
(P10-1Aug) 
SE KING 10 speed. Like new. 
Phone 638.1212. (Atfn-6-7.79) 
- cedar blocks 
• 2 horses 
- young turkeys 
- 1961 Chev V= ton pick up. 
Phone 635.3002 or 635-3816. 
(C3.20July) 
rout ine  maintenance .  For Sale 1 set of the Home 
References required. Reply University Encyclopedia. 
giving full details fo Box 1217 One 21 book set of Illustrated 
care of Dally Herald. (C5- World Encyclopedia with 
2?July) 
P leasant  par t , t ime 
telephone appainfment work 
from your home. $3 - $5"per 
hour to start. Work you own 
hours. PhOne 630.1723. (C2. 
19July) 
WORRI ED ABOUT 
STRIKES.AND 
LAYOFFS IN 
YOUR PRESENT JOB 
We are offering a secure, 
year round employment, for 
five people, no experience 
their  first daughter Jane necessary. Income of $460.00 
PEECH AND HEARING Susanna to Mr. Ronald J. per week based on foul' or. 
L!.NI~ . . . .  ... Baker of A'bbortsford, fo r .  ders. Must have car as a 
ela at 4612 ~,rleg ~venue. ;....n,..~, "r=...,o= ~ u^, . , .^,  small amounLof tra~ialllna Is " 
Hearing tests will be done by .  R c" ,~/~f  Mr" 'A l~'k;~P ~ ¢ necessary.  • Phone for': ap. !:" 
r f r r  f f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e e a rom am y Doctor the late Mrs.  Baker of polnfmenf 635.9726 and ask 
or communityhealth nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning tor 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
cpnsultant. 
NOTICE TO 
I.W.A. MEMBERS 
To all members covered 
by the I.W.A. Master 
agreement, we are In the 
process of taking the ballot 
on the proposed sefflemenf 
of the coast forest Industry. 
Noflca to the various sub. 
locals will be mailed out. If 
you are unable to vote at that 
time, you can come and vote 
in the I.W.A. office In the 
Terrace Hotel. Room No. 12 
from the hours of 1:00 to 4:30 
p.m. up to end Including July 
23, 1979. (NC-23July) 
CWL Fall Bazzar will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltas School 
Gym. (Nc-24Oct) 
I 
Rebekah Lodge Rummage 
Sale, Saturday, August lath. 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. 
Donations of artlclee ac- 
cepted. Phone 635.2794 for 
further Information. (NC. 
18Aug) 
Electric sawmill Includes 3 
saw edger, cut off saw & 3 
bunk carriage. Apply fo Box 
31 Nass Camp, B.C. (C15- 
23July) 
3bedroom, 2V= beth, 11S6 sq.; 
ft. main floor, full basement,' 
on e0x200 lot. Alternate wood 
heat, dr i l led wel l :  Just 
outside town limits. $50,000• 
Phone 635.6401. ( P2- 
19~20July) 
5 year '  old home.  4922 
s t raume • Avenue,  , 3 
bedrooms up, 1 down. Rec. 
room & wet bar, garden hot 
house. 12x20 workshop. 
Asking $60,000.00. Phone 638- 
1973. (PS-25July) 
Quick sale by own e~ :3 
bedroom home. Own e*P 
Isevlng town• Furnished or 
unfurnished. Rent with, 
option to buy. Phone 635: 
4740. (P2.19July) 
A'mode~n 3 bedroom home 
on.Sk~ha iS t r~t  with full 
bssement : ' l  roughed In 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November 10th., Oddfeltows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. (NC. 
10Nov.) 
For rent 900 square feat on~ 
second floor, air conditioned.: 
Located af 4623 Lakelse Ave.  
Phone 635-25S2. (Ctfn.6.7-79): 
I 
Warehouse & renMI space I 
evallable on new By- J  
Piss, Phone 638.1166. J 
(Clfn.03.07.79) . I 
H 
STORE AND 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Great location 2621 
LAzelle Avenue ap- 
proximately 2200 square 
feet. Heat supplied. 
Wonderful opportunity 
for store location. 
OR 
Two stores ap- 
proximately 1800 square 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
JULY 
Tuesday, July 10, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 15, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, July 24, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 29, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
AUGUST 
Tuesday, August 7, 1979. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 6 a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for Meet every Tuesday night at pickup• 
9 In the Skeene Health Unit. 
For more Information phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Small Bingo 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 'PREGNANT?' Sunday, August 12, 1979. 
NEEDHELP? • t2,000.00 Bingo 
LAdles Slim Line Club meets Call B i r thr ight  for a~ Tuesday, August 21, 1979. 
Monday  even ing- -6 :30  a l ternat ive to ,~horllon Smell Bingo 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church  Phone 632.4607 ,~nyllme. Sunday, August 26, 1979. 
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Nechak~ Centr~ $2,000.g0 Bingo 
Houston, B.C. The wedding 
will take place Saturday, 
August 4, 1979 at St. Mat- 
thew's Angl ican Church, 
Abbertsford, the Reverend 
J.Malorofflcletlng. Jane Was 
a member  of the 1976 
graduating class of 
Calodonla Sr. Sac. School. 
(C1.18July) 
for Mr. Allan. (A4.20July) 
TEXAS OIL COMPANY 
urgent ly needs Individual  
over 40 for protected In. 
dustrlal sales territory. No 
relocation. AAA.1 f i rm 
established, since 1933. 
Liberal  commissions and 
bonus. Opportunity for 
advancement. For personal 
intervlew, write R.A. Teal, 
Dr.& Mrs. REM Lee wish to Southwestern Petroleum 
announce the engagement of .Corporation; Box 789, For 
their  daughter Lesley Worth, Tx. 76101. 
Francis to Mr.  Dereck W. (A3.20July) * ' 
cowell of Victoria, B.C. The 
wedding wil l  take place Braid Insurance Agency 
September 1, 1979 et 2:00 L imited and Pruden & 
p.m. In St. Luke's Church In Currle (1976) Ltd. are now 
Victoria. (C1.19July) taking applications for a 
general Insurance and real 
estate clerk. ~ppl lcents 10. 
AUCTIONS must be willing to learn and 
to work with the public. 
Please apply In person to 
'WAiqTED FOR OU R Wayne Braid at 4648 Lakelse 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES Ave. (AS-20July) 
FLOOR Furni ture,  ap- 
pllances, power tools, hand 
tools, clean small  cars, 
motorbikes, boats, motors or 
any other goods In ac- BACKHOE FOR HIRE ceptable condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart ,  Phone 635-6454 or 635-6757. 
Corner of Lakelsa & ApII Iy. (cffn.25.06-79) 
635.5172. (Ctfn.29-06.79) 
f lreplace,i one completed 
fireplace; fuli ~r~arpetlng In proximately 1000 square 
• DR, L.R. &'..B~. Price In- feat for S375.00 per month. 
cludes.frldge.&,;tove. Drive One office,__, space..... 300 
year  books etc. All In ex. by , , , , , ,=  ,, ~;.28125k'e~ne' then inquire I ~oUnatrh e. '~e  $'o~;ce 
cellent condition. Phone 638.. a t .~ .~. t~ 'zT Ju ly )  I . . . .  ': , . . . .  ~';= M 
1962 offers p.m. (PS-2OJuly), 4 ~, ,~*~- '~n"~e i ' rpce ,  I month. 400 square feet 
Six 17 nch0 Stud truck r ms I5135.00 per month. 
with 2 good summer fl~es w oad_~ed.~& garden,*,Large I . . . . . . . .  
--" " . . . .  ; ' .  -' IO1 ~V~nlM~ rd '~r~'~gE~7~0 u lnce  space is In me t'none 635-5687 (CS-20Julyl ' .r~ y,w ~,  ,-~," . • (P5-2'3July) Laxelle Shopping Centre. 
All offices Include heat• 
HOME FOR SALE Contact Mrs. Webster at 
3 bedroom full basement, 635.9433 Terrace, or 255. 
S POT CASH carport, greenhouse, storage 1939, Vancouver. 
shed. Garden planted, acorn 
for firepleoa, 1V2 baths. Quiet (C3-19,20,24July) • 
location 3319 Pheasant I ' ] - -  
Your old furniture, guns Street. For appointment to 
what have you. We buy 
sell - swap - trade. 
Also fresh salmon roe. 
TRADING 
321S Knlum St. 
Ph. 638.1613 
(Atfn.25-s.79) 
HALL RENTALS • 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11.3222 
Munroe. For further In. 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
63S.$661. (Atfn-9.7.79) 
To give away - 5 two-month- 
old kittens. Excellent 
mousers or farm cats. Call 
635.9258. (stf.tfn) 
ACCURATE PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Interior & Extorlor • 
Brush Roller & spray 
For a Professional lob 
Call AI 638-8479 
Free Estimates 
(C20.14Aug) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
Park Ave. Terrace 
635-/249 
(AM.4.07.79) 
Moving & must sell a 7 piece 
Senyo Stereo component 
system. For more In- 
formation phone 635.5316 
after S p.m. (PS.19July) 
Avacado green portable 
dishwasher, $190.00. Phone 
635.3483. (P3-19July) 
Garage Sale 4646 Soucle 
Avenue saturday, July 21st, 
10a.m. to 2 p.m. (C2-20July) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 1978 G.S. 400 Suzuki Street 
635-3479 anytime bike. Phone 635-7519. (NCT. 
(AM.6.6.79) 23July) 
INSIST ON THE BEST 
street bike. Low mileage. 
Concrete septic tanks In Asking ~.00 .  Phone 635. 
stock. Get relief with a' 2145. (PS-SJlJuly) 
concrete investment. 
• 400 Yamaha Enduro .~ew 
Schmltty's Excavating engine, good condition 
635.3939 $h200 OBO. Phone 638-103.'. 
(AM.6-6-79) after 5 p.m. (stfn.tfn) 
Needed ride Into town week. 
days between 8:15 and 8:45. 
Lave'on Old LAkelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638.1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfn-stf) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch; Deslgnod to have 24 
foot beat. Phone 635.4777. 
(Ctfn-3.7.79) 
For sale 18 foot river boat 
with S0 H.P, Mercury with 
Jet. In very good condition. 
Phone 63S.3286, (PS-20July) 
16V2 foot Lone Star fiberglass 
beet & troller. New top, new 
windshield. Phone 638.5826. 
(P3-19July) 
18 foot Smoker Craft river 
boat with trailer. Phone 635- 
5605 after 5 p.m. (CS-24July) 
River Boat.2S foot aluminum 
455 Olds.Hamllton let. Near 
new. 300 hours on motor. 
$12000. Tandem trailer. 636. 
2350 Stewart. (Pa.27July) 
teat ' in  total, Can be 
rented ' together or 
aeperafely. $375.00 per 
month or SGS0.00 for both. 
Fantastic location at 4636 
LazeHe Avenue. 
OR 
Four office spaces: one 
o f f i ce  ~, space ap- 
view please call 635-5318. 
(CS.20July) 
3 I~droor.n-iloust~.Wffh ft~h . 
be;~e~t'on $~it~rnof~;~ ,Sfetlon Road. Lot 5, Plan • 
in quiet sub-dlvlalon. 10 4546, District 6263. 90 foot 
minutes drive from down. frontage. Asking $11,900.00. 
town. Selling price S49,0g0. 
Phone 635-7578• (PS-23July) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Modern 3 bedroom home In 
horseshoe area. Gas heat. 
Full basement with family 
room. Shaw Fireplace. Cold 
storage. Workshop area. 
Sliding glass doors off Dining 
Room to large sundeck. 
Kitchen has addit ional 
eating area. Landscaped 
with fruit trees, rasbperry 
bushes, garden and 
greenhouse. Please call for 
appolntmont to vlew 63S. 
4207. (C10.30July) 
Wanted by August 31 2 
bedroom trai ler or suite. 
Preferably In Thornhlll by 2 
rel iable work ing woman. 
Reference available. Phone 
635.3004 after 3:00 or 635.~12 
anytime. (PS.19July) 
Reliable couple requires 2 
bedroom house or trailer. 
References available. Week.' 
days 8:30 to 4:30, 635.6255 
Local 52. Weekends after .~ 
638.1080. (C6-20July) - 
Wanted to rent 3 bedroom 
house by a Prince Rupert 
contractor for a t  least one 
year.  Non.drinkers, non.. 
smokers, no pets. Write to 
Box 1216 care of Dal ly 
Herald or phone 624.5083 
between 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
(PS.19July) 
Man & wife w~th 2 children 
wish to rent a 3 bedroom 
house, duplex, or mobile 
home on or before Sept. 1st, 
1919. No pets. Good 
references. Phone 635.5935 
end ask for Pat. (P3-2OJuly) 
i 
Winter storage space 
preferably undercover for 26 
foot boat. 635-6327 days and 
ask for Evelyn or 632.2738 
evenings. (CS-31July) 
1 or 2 bedroom apartment or 
basement suite. Reliable 
couple, one 3:/2 month old 
baby. Phone 635-225B 
apartment No. 103. Required 
Immediately. (P3.23July) 
Owner leaving town • must 21 foot Relnell Express 
sell. Yamaha Endure  100 'Cabin cruiser, 302 Mer. 
crulser in-outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more. Pluse tandem 
axle trai ler .  6000 Ibs. 
capacity. Must see to ap• 
preciate. Full price $13,900 
O.B.O. Phone 635-2083) (sff. 
fin) 
57. AU'TOMOBILES 
• Warehouse or manufac.  
turlng space available Im- 
mediately.  3100 sq. ft .  
downtown location. Phone 
635.7840. (Ctfn-3-07-79) 
Open to reasonable offers. 
J. Antonlnko 
119012th Ave.. 
Williams Lake, B.C.  
(C5-20& 27July) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 10 miles f rom 
Houston. 2 miles f rom 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
end 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
$51,500. For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3975 
(tin-sit) 
ill 
1975 VW Beetle. 34000 miles• 
Summer & winter t ires• 
Phone 635.7975. (PS.26July) 
1968 F.ord Galaxy 500. P.B., 
P.B., V.8, Auto. Good run-i, 
sing condition. Phone 635. 
4246. (C5.20July) 
For sale 1974 Ford Maverick, 
good condition. For more 
Information phone 638.1434 
after 5 p.m. (C5.19July) 
1973 Belalr, auto, V.8, P.S., 
P.B., radio, steel belted 
radials. 1 used elecfrolux. ~ 
Phone 635.6672. (P3-20July) 
1971 Ford Galaxy, 35000 
~lglnal  miles. A.1 condition. 
Phone 63.5.3029. (PS-24July) 
1969,Chev Mallbu. In very  
good running order. Asking 
$..q)0.00. Phone after 3 p .m.  
635.3004 or 635.4842 anytime. 
(CS.19July) 
1972 Ford Courier with * 
canopy. Phone 635-7851 after 
6 p.m. (Pl0.30July) - 
For sale 1978 Pontiac 
Acadian, 13,700 kllometres, 
price $3,900.00. In excellent 
condition. Phone 795.2528. ~ 
(Pd-24July) 
1975 Fred E250 Van, 35i 
motor, auto., P.S., P.B. 
/~oproxlmately 47000 miles. 
Best offer before July 31st. 
Phone 635.4661. (P3-23July) 
,-~--, :VleWi pnwm o,l.1-,~,u, t'-.~" STAND 
1975 Ford.F-250 4x4. 350, V4, 24July) ' "  ' ' TENDING ' 
P.S,, P.B, I ' complete with. ~.,,.~,tt u~r' ,.,,s ,,.;Her 2 CONTRACTS 
sop/, ~ channel CB, twin . . . .  ~.,., . , .M.  x Frl~,,e & 
CB:;artsli, S track tape L" ' .~ ' . ' " " 'e ' .%" ._~__ ._  Sealed tenders for the 
le  ' V . smva a.mmaca. ~,orm r~n,e p yor .  E anlngs please L .,~,~..,,. :,,,.,,,,4, d Im tollowlng stand t.ndlng 
phone 635-7517. )Ctth.19.06.~ .~.~.~..~.~r..~..~-~;,,.~- F)ho~ contract(s) will be refelved 
, 79)  ",. '" , _ " I l l l l~U l i lg i  M~IU l I ,W~I .  ~ . - -  
: ," ' ~,,' ~ '~;~1 (PIg27Julv) ' . ny 1he Regional Manager, 
Ib' lgl; , l l lH~'~;.l '4'----- ' -  -.~r, ~ "  "". . . . . .   - . . . . . . .  MlnlstrYR of Forests, Prince. 
" " " ~ ,~r i~8f~ Sacurlty camper, uped, B.C., on the dates 
• ~ . ~' ~e~S S: Must be seen to be ~town below. 
. . . . . . .  \ " _. apprac!ated, phene 6~12"21" Contra~ STI~F-6.6 JS & 
MUST SELL 1978-14x70 days, 635-7467 evening!. (Ca- RF Located Meg de Island, 
Meadowbr.ooke. ' mobile l'7Jly) : i " ".'~ . Queen Charlotte Island 
home. Fully skirted & sot up 
, In Terrace Troller Court. 
Phone 635-4655. (ps.2OJuly) 
1970 Double Wlda 3 bedroom 
furnished. Very good Con. 
dltlon, well kept. $22,500.00. 
Phone 635-6715. (P1~19July) 
Well Ke~ 1970 i2Xe0 Mobpe ~ 
Hotue. 10x24 addition; acorn 
I~xM mobile home. Fur- 
nlture Included. NI In ex- 
cellent.crudities with axles, 
6x6 Idocklng, 250 gallon oil 
tank. Priced for quick'sale at 
$1~A00.00. Must be moved. 
Phone ~ .  (P&2~uly) 
~ Ate0 moblis home. 3 
bedroom, furnished with 
many extras. LocaMd In Usk 
63S..1002 or 63S.311& For rent 
or sale. (CS.20July) 
1977 Chev v ia .  1~00 miles, 3 
way ,ridge, heater, stove. 
Asking sg,s00.00. Must be 
seen to" be appreciated. 
Phone 6354571. (P10.30July) 
Tent trailer o r  uti l i ty 
camping trailer. Pair of 
Wlter Iklls. Phone 638-1297. 
(P3413July) • ' 
F.P. & YernndB, .$10,S00.00 
~kted  &. set up in trailer, 1!~ foot Sacorlty camper. 
park. Call after 6 p.m. 638- ~500.00. 36 foot trallgr 
10 ' /2 .  (Cffn.OI.0¢.79) . frame, •dual axle. L~00.00.' 
Phone ~1~5710. (P~u ly )  
1~74 Bendix Paromount' Ranger(s) Indicated, 
For sale 1972 1~x68 Estate 
mobile home In good con. 
dillon. Set up on spacious lot 
M Terrace ~ Traltsr Park. 
Phone 635.F/~S. (P$-25Juty) 
For sale 1 bore-14 months 
old. Never been bred. Asking 
$140.00. Pbena 635-4371. (PS- 
~July) 
j - -  
MUST SELL 1973 Nor. 
w~tern trallor (12 foot x SO 
• f0ot} 2 bedroom, Fully 
furnished with. washer & 
:dryer. Includes Mditlonal 
yearn (9 feet x 12 feet) &' 
'covered porch. Located 
Cne 9 year old ClUSrter horse 
mare. Very gentle & well 
Ranger District Num.~r of 
betar~ ~.3 Viewing date 
July 23rd 1979, leaving 
Rangers Station 9:50 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the Stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
mlffing~ a tender for this' 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 30th 
.1979. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitted on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
or 
from the Reglonal Manager, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, Prlnce 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessorlly ~ ac. 
capted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
trained. Phone 635-3255. (C2-. FOREST MANAGEMENT 
~0July) 
Top quality hay. Reasonable 
price. Pick up on field next to 
Highway ld In Smlthers. 
Phone $47.3S63 or Box 487 
Smflhers. (CS-23July) ; 
HAY FOR SALE " 
AGREEMENT." 
(A1~29~lUly) . 
.TENDERS REQUIRED 
• FOR TRADE 
AND SUPPLIES 
Twenty-one Suite wood 
frame Apartment-.Terraca. 
• . " . ' , . ) ' - j . . : .~  L ; . .  " . . 
cur  MANY GET ../ 
.OFI BEEF PRICE" 
WINNIPEG (CP) --  A The problem, he said, 
lot of people have a stake ' was in trying' to show the 
"in .that pound of beef in . margin over'cests in the 
your shopping cart. case of the feedlot 
From the time thecal/ operator while showing 
;. leaves the open range only ~oes marginbwhiob 
: "tmtil it is processed ~d inclnd~i.costs foe the 
:ends. up on the kitchen 
" t~ange, people have to be 
paid. And" i t ' s  the con. 
sumer.wh0 pays them all. 
' "  So where does all.the 
money go? 
• Charles Gracey of 
Toronto, managerof the 
Canadian Cattlemen's 
Association, says shares 
• of. the beef dollar often 
vary .  
He said the beef 
producer, at the moment 
anyway, gets the largest 
share--~but not nearly as 
big a sKce as suggested In 
a recent graph prepared 
by The. Canadlun Press. 
. The graph, based on an 
average price of $2.36 a 
pound in Toronto a month 
ago, showed the retailer 
getting 56 cents, the meat 
pecker five cents and the 
feedi0t operator 19 cents, 
leaving $1.56 to" 'the 
producer. 
But .  Gracey, who 
provided the information 
on which the graph was 
based, said the 
• producer's hare really 
amounts only to about 91 
cents. 
packer/and retailer; : 
He said that method of 
calculation "un- 
fortunately created an 
apples", and oranges 
situation" which led to 
the assumption . the 
halsn~e of the retail price 
accrued to tha* producer, 
Using more up-to-date 
figures, Gracey gave this 
example of how the beef 
dollar is shared: 
The average retail 
price for a pound of b~ef 
in Toronto June 21 was 
$2.50 .  
The retailer's gross 
margin was 7O cents a 
pound, the packer-. 
wholesaler one cent,. 
feadiot operator 88 cents. 
and the cow-calf producer 
91 cents. 
The low margin 
received by the packer-.* 
wholesaler does ~ot take 
into account the value of 
the byproducts obtained 
in the • slaughtering 
process. Those bp 
products -- the' hide, 
bearl, tongue, liver, etc. 
- -  have a value of 22 cents 
a pound retail basis. 
READYNOW Fifteen suite woodframe 
For SOld: 12x56 mobile home off the field, At Woodcock. 8 apartment Messet. Tenders 
and full length oddltton on I/: mllso f rom:  Kltwangs or close August 3, 1979. Work 
acre. 3 bdrms., dining re,, phone 849.$404. (P2.19July) commences August T,1979. A 
L.R. with fireplace. Fruit 
trees, berry bushes, garden, Si0.00depcelt per set of plans 
landscaped. Offers. 635.3271 required. Guoronteed quick 
after 5 p.m. (Sff.lM) payment for quick work. 
. Masset. Enterl,)rlses Ltd. attempt to promote the 
~giOTi¢E OF- iN'rENT 'l.akelseDevBIb~ment.Ltd. foundation. Profits from sale 
RE: LIQUOR CONTROL. of the record go to the 
, Box 1219 organization. , 
AND LIaENSIND ACT ¢-o Terrace Dally Herald The project was the 
APPLI¢ATION FOR A . 3212 Kslum Street ' brainchild of. two Toronto 
"F"  (MARINE Terrace, B.C. women. 
PUBL IC  HOUSE) 
LICENCE (C10-2Aug) Mariellen Black, vice. 
private lend In Thornhlll. " It Is the Intention of the 
Must be seen to be ap. 
predated. Reasonable offer undersigned to apply; 
pursuant o the provlslone of accepted. Phone 635.3637, . . . . . . . .  
, tee Liquor ~.ontrol and days, 631193S ev~enlngs~ .. . . . .  _ _ _  . 
• '*' . . . . . .  " ..... manager, Liquor ~htro I .  
and licensing Branch, 
19743bedrcom 24x62 Knight Vice, Is, B.C. for a.Marlne MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. 
doublewlde, situated on ~A public House license to (AP) -- Everyone has heard 
acre landscaped lot at. operate a Ilcenced establl~, stories of someone claiming 
Copperolde Subdivision. Has meat on the prsmlsas to have found a mouse in a 
vegetab le  garden ,  situated at Lakelea Ledge pop halUe. Or you read 
Pringle's liver song 
TORONTO (CI)) -- Having 
had first-hand, experience 
with hepatitis, Canadian 
recording artist Peter 
Pringle .didn't need,coax;lag 
When asked to cut a single in 
aid of the Canadian ,Liver 
Foundation. 
The newly released sin~e 
Outside and Inside is 
directed at teen-agers in an 
::, . .  
greenhouse, smoke house, & Ltd. (OWe Place) Dtstrlct 
shed. Excellent condition. Lot 4127, Range S Coast 
Please call after 5 p.m. 635. District. Name of applicant: 
3014. (C10-23July) Oil Kroyor. 
'lhe above type of Ilcenca 
1778 14x70 Manta M.H. permits the sale of all types 
Unfurnished. set up & ofal¢ohollcbevera0esbythe 
skirted in lo~d Uailer park. glass on the premlm bet- 
Phone e,~-~/~. (Cffn-~-lS- weent the hours of 9:00 a.m, 
• ~) and 11:00 p.m. It alto per. 
mite the ealeof beer end B.C. 
Cider by the bottle for 
For sale 1977 1~x68 three consumption off the 
bedroom Bendix mobile premlsas. 
home. Skirted and eat up In Residents or property 
!ii: : ~ 
2):* 
Contracting one or more of For most.new millionaires, 
the dozens of fiver disorders life has changed but the 
- -  Including Cirrhosis and person remains stable. 
hepatitis - -  the pair decided Recreational time increases, 
that 'drast ic  act ion was far.flung travel is frequent 
necessary, and expensive purchases are 
Prlnglengreed to compme common. 
and record Outside and Porter was an infrequent 
Inside because of his own lottery player who bought 
experience with hepatitis, the winning ticket on a whim 
Fine tudies S , Each sale of the record after cashing a$20 cheque at • will mean financial benellt to a bank. Soon after his win, 
the foundation, says lVls. the Sault St~ Marie, Ont., 
" • ~,~ "" ' . ,~v,, , ,  ........ Cotton. ' "  ........ :' '~' "'~:~~fi¥~,h~d~bou~bt ~z,~38,1~0~ 
' , . ,  urg * __w_______ ___ o rms,  In ,  . . . .  o . . . . . .  - ,  , ° . - .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' : V " i "  ~ ' '?  : ' "  r . . ~ ' . .  I [ 'T  f l  1[* "' I'i ; . " '  l l ) f  f l ' , i  
• " ATTENTION 
gave rise to entirely false 
stories about people's I.W.A. members In good standing. If you have.not 
stomachs being ruptured voted on the new agree.meat nd your crew has already 
from eating too much of the voted, come to the union office, room No. 12, Terrace 
stuff. Hotel and cast your vote. It Is Important hat the vote 
nixed mobile home. For (C~Ju ly )  
op~dnh~ent to VieW' please 
I~one 635-$077. (P1@~July)' 
~- -  . . . .  . . . .  To effect emergency 
' Glendale mobile homo for repairs to • damaged 
tale. 12xS& Must be seen to pipeline, It will be necessary 
' be appreciated, unfurnished, to obstruct he North channel 
somewhere or other about 
worms In fast food burgers~ 
or effervescent candy that 
makes your istomach ex- 
.Plnde. ' " 
Gary Pine, a professor of 
sociology at the University of 
Minnesota, collects and 
studies hundreds ofthese toil 
'~les. He calls them "urban 
belief legends." 
.Fine contends that in an 
inc:'easlngly urban, im- 
personal, corporate worlii, 
people have a psychological 
Tlmherlond Trailer Court. owners located within a 5 need to express their anxinty 
Fully furnished In colonial block area or ½ mile radius and lack of control by 
style' maple. Small [gay of the proposed site are spreading these urban leg- 
shack. For appointment o requested to Register any ends. 
view phone 63S-5886' after 6 oblectlens by writing to the ,. • Some have a grain of truth 
p.m. (CT.20July) General Manager, Liquor -- people actually have 
Control and Licensing found mice in pop bottles. 
1974 12x68 Safeway Bona Branch, P.O. Box 540,': But the majority are false. 
Vista S bedroom fully fur. Vlctorta, B.C. VIW 2Pg .  "Whether or not there's 
Or when microwave ovens 
came out, Fine unearthed a 
false, but widespread, story 
about a girl who had put her 
eat in an oven to dry -- only 
to find lS seconds later that 
the pet had exploded. 
Whether true or false, says 
Fine, urban legends also are 
told because of their sheer 
entertainment value. 
He adds that corporations 
are not always the bad guys 
in urban legends. One per. 
sis.tent tale claims that some 
kindly corporations will give 
free kidney dialysis if 
presented with enough 
cigarette Wrappers or flip- 
top beer tube. 
Do people actually believe 
these modern urban 
legends? In a way, says 
Fine. 
"Typically: people say to 
me that there may or may 
ni)t be truth to what they,ve 
heard about hamburgers or 
ovens or whatever," he says. 
"They might not bet money 
on it, but they keep it stored 
truth behind it, it's told like a 
ten tale," says Fine. 
"My argument iE that 
these Stories start from 
modern urban pressures. We 
no longer know or control 
who prepares .our food or 
10x32 foot addition with of the Skeene *River from . other aspects of life. As a in their minds as a fact for 
b~droomaflached, finished, paint 1,000 feet upstream of result of the anxiety of being . consideration." 
For appointment to view the east boundary of Lot  at the mercy of others,'we 
phone 635-7949, 63S.9991. ,1803, to a ~ lnt  4,000 feet make up these stories." 
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" Jq  '•~ i (~4, n~v,)r,I  
(P~31July) u~team of the sa=t bogs. 
dary of L~ ~3,  C.RJ. Thls 
3 bedroom d oublewlde for IS aPlkoxlmataly 38 miles 
sale. Located on large treed west of Terrace, B.C., and Is 
lot. Ftreplace, 2 baths, on In the general area of the 
water system. Also large Salvus C.N.R. siding, and Is 
workshop. Phone 635.42,16 for 2.46 miles upstream trom the 
appointment o view. (C20. confluence of the Kaealcks 
~luly) , • end Sksana Rives. 
River traffic Is advised 'to 
I~N Deluxe Mobile Home. ovoid the North channel If at 
Wall to wall corpet, all pe,lUe, and to contact 
Fireplace, built In her, the tug Red Flr No. 16whlch 
washer & dryer, deep freeze, Is In affendanco at the site 
conenfo color TN. Fully 1orlnformatlon. 
furnl~ed. Well• kept. Used ~eo~tru~lon will be a ~4 
only I year. Will consider to Inch cable attached to a 4 
rent with option to buy. Write Inch temporary plpallns, and 
M Box 121~ care of Dally will eltarnate behNem the 
Herald, Terroca; B.C. (P~ e~ane end boHom of the 
19July) river during Installation, and 
; will reef on the bottom when 
1~s8 3 bedroom trailer with completa. Its location will be 
raised living room. 10x24 marked by 4 buoys. 
addition. Set up In a Thor. 
nhlll trailer perk. Must be K.L. Irwin 
Pacific Northern 
Gas Limited. 
Fine, 29, has thken his Doctor 
search for urban legends to 
his native New York 'City,. 
nnd to Beaten, Minneapolis O B T V  
and St. Paul, Minn. So far, he 
sees no distinction between BATHURST, N.B. (CP)-- 
the urban legends of the East, 
or Midwest. Dr. Louise Lambert-Laguce, 
Tourism B.C.'s cinematographer, Norm Keziere, right, shows the Maple Leaf 
Award for best travel faro of the year, to Small Business Development Minister 
Don Phillips. • 
IN  THE L 0 T TE R Y ' : 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) - - In  
the two years  since 
becoming a millionaire in a 
Canadian lottery, Wayne 
Porter has bought the things 
he'd dreamed about, in- 
vested most oflhis winnings 
and recently started working counsellors and accountants. 
president of the foundation, again because "ff you don't Porter formed a halding 
andDeboi'ahCotton, a public work, you sit and vegetate." company ~ and ~ has in. 
relations co-ordinator Despite tremendous odds vestments in '  a sail 
realized that liver diseuse,: against cashing in on the big . manufacturing company, a 
the third leading cause ~r i zes ,  Canadians spend marina, a plane-leasing 
dsath in Canada, isaff l icLi~ almost $1 billion a year on business, mortgage flsan- 
an aisrming number of te~i. the eight government-run cing and an apartment 
ugers, draws, building. 
Last November, whennew Porter, 33, fits into a Hehastriedtokeapmoney 
statistics were released on pattern of winners traced by and friends apart. 
the number of teen~agers a recent Loto Canada study. "I see things I'd like tcboy 
for somebody, but then I 
think they're, going, to feel 
awfully guilty because 
(AS-2SJuly) 
seen to be, appreciated. 638. 
l=Mor 6.1S.~07S. (P l~ Ju ly )  
I 
1977 14x~ AtcqMoblts 
Home. Set up 4, skirted In 
ParkAvenue Trai ler 
Court. Asking $19,000.00 
Firm. Also 16x~4 Jo~y 
thud for ~le, open'te 
bids. Phone 63S-~1. (PS- 
i/July) 
I 
repreeanht the wish.as of the majority. 
Hours of voting: 
Weekclays 1-4:30 p.m. 
Saturday, July 21st l~4p.m. 
BILL HUTCHISON 
Business Agent, 
I.W.A. Local 1.71 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 92 (NI sGHA) 
PRINCIPALSHIP 
ApplicatiOns are invited for the following va(;ancv: 
a leading dietitian who has a 
weekly television program 
on nutrition, has criticized 
the news media for coverage 
of stories-abeut certain foods' 
causing illness and disease. 
She told a recent pews 
conference here thdt the 
latest food si:are is that 
vegetable ts processed into 
solids for margurine*can 
cause cancer. .. 
The Mont/'eal expert said 
the report on which the 
stories were based shows no 
one involved in the research 
as having said such a 
product could cause cancer. 
Researchers merely men. 
tloned the possibility of prob- 
lems, and reporters took it 
from there. 
Consumers hould go to 
the source of the study, lock 
at the date and ,  the 
qualifications of the 
researchers who drew up the 
report, she suggested. 
The folklore of modern 
urban man is not fun- 
damentally different from 
ancient times, when Greeks 
and l~omam invented myths 
and gods to accou,~t for the 
unaccountable. 
But why do otherwise 
sophisticated modern city- 
dwellers need to toll tall 
tales? 
While ancient man felt at 
the mercy of natUre and the 
gods, corporations appear to 
be the unfathomable force 
behind many urban tall 
tales, says Fine• 
"Typically, people believe 
that corporations are all- 
powerful, so why should they 
be ethical? Why not believe 
that there are worms in 
hamburgers?" 
And new products that 
people don't pnderstand give 
rise to urban legends. 
"It's like modern magic." 
In that catogor.y, the ef- 
fervescent candy that was 
introduced a few years ago 
PRINCIPAL- GREENVILLE ELE,MEN~'ARY 
Grl~mvllle Is a modern native Indian village of approximately ' 
500 pe0plo, sltuatod In a beautiful, unpolluted meadowltke area 
of the Nets River Valley, tome 90 miles Northwest of Terrace, 
B.C. There 'Is e full41me resident Nurse, on Anglican priest, 
and s community life centered arotmd a modern community 
recreetlon center. • 
l~s Schoolfaclllfles srs 3 yeats old, with an enrollment In K to 
7, of 80 pupils end 6 teachers. 
The succe~tull epplJcimt will po~sosa demonatrlted leader. 
shlp ability, and have successful teaching experloncs at the 
eementary level ' 
Appllcantl shOuld determine whether they can ol~teln a release 
from present contract. 
Appllcstlons with support!no documents should b'e sent to: 
Mr. Alvin A. McKIy, 
i 
Board Llaleon Officer • Dlttrlct Counsellor, 
School District No. 92 (NISGHA), 
General Delivery, 
New Alyansh, B.C. V0J 1A0 
~3-2~S 
British Columbia , 
Buildings Corporation 
INV ITAT ION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders, marked "COMPUTER ROOM, 
SMITHERS PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 
BUILDING' ,w l I I  be received up to 3:00 P.M. August 2, 
19/9,and those available at that time will be opened In 
public et 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. YaG 1K7. 
Tender documents may be o~alned at the above ad- 
dress. 
Tenders may be viewed at Amalgsmoted Construction 
Assecloflon, 3175 Oak Street, Vancouver, B.C.; Bulktay 
Valley - l ikes District Construction Assoclstlen, 4124 
Railway Avenue, Smashers, B.C.I Prince George 
Construction Assecletlon, 3151 • IMh Avenue, Prlncg 
George, B.C./ Terrace KItlmst Construction 
Asmclatlon, 4931 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tenders must be flied on the forms provided, In sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
Enquiries may be directed to the Building Manager, 
K.L. Eastman, 48~I Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VeG 
IK7, telephone 5311-1191 or Technical Services 
Manager., Mr. C.W. Wolf, 2275 Qulnn Street, Prince 
George, B.C. V2N 2X4, telephone $4|4131. 
ear, a $150,000 yacht and peoplelike to reciprocate,, so 
treated his family: to eostiy,~ I've backed off." 
gifts. , . . . .  Hik n~ain probten~ •in the 
He admits having spent early days of wealth was 
more than he wanted to, but fi l l ing the  hours ~ * after 
'compensated by spending , quitUng his job~as alesman 
hours with investment, for a stereo and electrical 
manufacturing firm. 
"One:of the things that 
happens i  that your friends 
are all working and yoffd0n't" 
have anyone tO shareyour 
time with. 
"It 's'a strange sibiatlon, 
all thismoney, all this time, 
all those toys but no one to 
sl/are it with, soyou might as 
well be at work; . . . .  
The bachelor' says his 
wealth has raised questions 
about relationships with 
women, 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
Invitation to Tender 
P~gJeot.0,3.9,~8-.[~eft~o~/C~grrer/~,i~.fJaJ~Q~r~#P.rilF.~, 
SEALED TENDER~ ,r~ tn,,Ito,~ f,~r the adclitions and 
Correctional Centre 
Seated Tenders, marked "VEHICLE EXHAUST 
SYSTEMS, MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION, 
COMMUNICAT IONS AND H IGHWAYS GARAGES,  
ATLIN, B.C.: DEASE LAKE, B.C.: AND GOOD HOPE 
LAKE, B.C."will be received up to 3.00 P.M. A~ggst 
15,1979, and those available at that time will be opened 
In public at 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VeG 1K7. 
Tender documents may be obtained at the above ad- 
dress. 
Tenders may be viewed at Amolgemsted Construction 
Asenclatlon, 2975 Oak Street, Vancouver, B.C.,, Sulklsy 
Valley - Lakes District Construction Association, 4124 
Railway Avenue, 5mashers, B.C.; Prince George 
Construction Association, 3Ul • llth Avenue, Prince 
Geargg, B.C.: Prince Rupert Construction Assoctatlon, 
NO.2. 222 Thlrcl Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C.; 
Terrace. Kitlmst Construction Association, 4931 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C .  
Tenders must be flledon the forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
Enquiries may be dlruct to the Building Manager, K.L. 
Eastman, 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VeG 1K7, 
telephone 5~.1i91 or Technical Services Manager, Hr. 
C.W. Wolf, ~75 Qulnn Street, ~lnce George, B.C. V2N 
2X4, telephone 5524131. 
RADIO 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Canadian General Electric Co• Ltd• ,Mobile Radio Depertmmt 
has restructured Its marketing organization in B.C. as a result 
.there Is an Immediate opening for e communications ystem 
sales representative In Terrace. 
INDUSTRY 
World energy and fuel shortages have made mobile radio the 
fastest growing'industry In electronics in North America. 
Canadian General Electric with e complete line ot highly 
emglneered and long accepted communications products Is a 
malor supplier to this industry. 
EXPERIENCE: 
Applicants should have previous sales experience and a suc- 
cessful track record In the Industrial marketplace, preterobly 
In Terrace. Abaslc knowfadgeof elactronlcswlthonaor m0re 
years experience In FM communication systems is highly 
desirable. The succeslful ap¢llcant will receive product 
training ~dltlonal sales training ~nd continued management 
support. 
SALARY ANO BENEFITS: 
Your starting salory will be commensurate wiSP experience 
and background. A company car, expense account and full 
CGE benefits package Including medical dental, drug, 
dtsabllffy and pension plans wilt beprovlded in addition to this 
fixed salary career position. Salary reviews ere based on 
overall ~erformence and occur yearly. 
APPLICATION: 
Provide full resume arid.or completed CGE employment 
application foam to: 
Mr. Mark Brekke 
Canadian General 
Electric CO. Ltd. 
MoUIle Radio Department 
30lOB Kolum St• 
Terrace, E.C. 
Telephone No. 635-6271 
Selected applicants will be contacted and Interviews will be 
conducted by appointment only on July 30 and 31 in Terrace bv 
Mr• Norm Walker, District Sales ,Manager, Northern, B.C. 
l , •  ¸  
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She Remembers  
Mama- -  
But Not In T ime 
By Abigail Van Buren 
I079 by Chiceoo Tribune.N.Y• News  Synd. In¢, 
DEAR ABBY: My younger sister passed away last Month 
and I found a yellowed clipping of your column in her Bible. 
Here it is: 
'*DEAR ABBY: Will you please remind your readers to 
look after their parents who are too old" to look after 
themselves? Old parents need a~l their children. It's not 
always easy to cope with aging parents, but we weren't easy 
to cope with when they were raising US, either. We OWE it 
to them. I just wish someone had reminded ME of these 
things when Mama was still alive. It's too late now, and I 
haven't had a decent night's sleep since she died three 
months ago. 
"I knew she" had a good home with my 'sister, so that was 
that. Why didn't I take her for a few weeks, or even for Sun- 
day dinner, or for a little drive7 1 nevew had time for her/yet 
I had time for others and anything else I wanted to do. A 
change of scenery or even a meal at my home would have 
meant so much to her, but I was too busy. Oh, I had plenty of 
excuses. 
"I suppose the only one in our large family who is sleeping 
is my sister who took Mama to live with her. I've tried to 
ease my conscience by telling myself that I wasn't really 
ashamed of Mama like my brothers were. Or that I wasn't 
cheap, like another sister. I DID buy her things (which she 
never eally needed or enjoyed much.) But it's too late now. I
hope Mama forgives me. 
CAN'T SLEEP" 
Abby, CAN'T SLEEP was my sister. I'm the one Mama 
went to live with. 
It's too late for me to tell my sister that Mama did forgive 
her. Mothers always do. But I hope you will print this again 
for those for whom it's not yet too late. 
THE OLDEST 
DEAR OLDEST: Consider it done. It's always later than 
we think. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 34-year.old married woman with one 
big regret. I quit college after my freshman year. I want 
very much to have a college degree but if I go back now, in 
four years I'll be'37 years old. 
HESITANT IN HAZLETON 
DEAR HESITANT: How old Will you be louey0ar, from 
now if you don't to back to school7 
DEAR ABBY: Your reply to HAD IT, who said she didn't 
have a dime to call her own after working alongside her 
tight-fisted husband in a family business for 30 years, was 
WRONG. You said she not only deserved a few dollars to do 
with as she pleased, but she was ENTITLED to it. Legally, 
in all 42 of the separate-property states, she's not entitled to 
one dime for herself; 
MAD IN MADISON 
DEAR MAD: You're right. I was wrung. ! should have 
said that the wife was mom//y entitled to her fair share of 
the profits. Thanks for reminding us that we DO need an 
Equal Rights Amendment. 
Do you wish you had more friends7 For the secret of 
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular; 
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send $1 with a long, 
self-addressed, stamped (28 centsl envelope to Abhy, 132 
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. 
[_g~r. PATIENT8 ] 
chips fall where they may. Too 
much double talk' requires 
sure fire convictions on your 
part. Clear the air. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ~ 
Don't throw goad •money 
after bad. Avoid liurting 
feelings of co-workers, butact 
in accordance with What must 
be done. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) !][ 
Insistence on your own way 
in a romantic situation goes 
well to a point. Your .take 
charge action though may 
arouse intense feelings. 
CANCER 22) . ~  
(June 21 to July 
Complicated domestic 
issues require behind-the- 
scenes action. Second. 
guessing yourself will lead to 
unnecessary worry. " 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) "~"~ 
Your point will be well taken 
by a group. Avoid hackrcom 
wheeling and dealing. Stay 
dear of gossip. Mixed reac- 
tions from friends, 
v=Go ~,~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Come directly to the point 
with higher-ups. Show others 
what you're made of. Later, 
mixing business with pleasure 
brings results. 
LmRA J l ~  
(Sept. 23 to OCt. 22) 
To. get what you want will 
require firmness of purpose. 
Don't let others' immediate 
reactions cause doubts. 
Travel plans have business 
overtones. 
scosPm 
(oct. 23 to Nov. 2~) n l ,~  
You'll be extra sharp in joint 
financial negotiations .now, 
knowing when to show your 
hand, but feedback from those. 
at a distance causes concern. 
s,or  , s 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 
You and a loved one are 
enthusiastic guests at a social 
function, A.s a team, you'r~ a
bR-o~,erwheln~ing. S0me 
friends are envious. 
CAPRICORN 
~vee. 22 to Jan l~l ~ 
You'll work overtime now to 
achieve your goals. Don't 
expect others, though, to 
understand or appreciate your 
efforts. Still. vo,'ll ~,,,o,~l 
AQUARIUS . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "~.=~ 
You'd like to get an early 
start on a weekend of fun, but 
co-workers may remind you of 
duty. Find a way to combine 
beth. 
P~ X~"  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Conflicts about how to spend 
extra 'funds could arise. 
Compromise. Include.a family 
member in your' en- 
tertainment plans. 
• ' ' ' ~ 7: 8 9 10 
Your  ,nd iv id .a ,  ROSSWO : '2. -. 2.'/' 3 . ,  _..~_. 5 .. ~ i ( . .  i4 
• Horoscope ! I "1  
- - - - -  Frances Drake----- ,s 20 I" I 
, _ .  , . I ,  
(Mar. 21 toApr. 19) ~" - '~  41Spanish 55 Soviet news . 9Gloomy 124 [26 : 27 ' 
Take a stand and lettbe 1Mimick'ed matrons agency' ' IO~meinto ' , ~ I 1 :~ '~ ~"  ~ 
'~/hat are you here for?" 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [" J[i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  [~= . . . . . . . . . . .  I "[ "ITI . . . .  I I 
5.serpass •(abbr..) " 56 Purchase 
8 Active sPOrt 42 Mining 57 Greek under- 
12 Hoarfrost excavations, ground 
13 Norwegian 45 African DOWN 
statesman antelope 1 Sandarac tree 
14 Declare 49 Athenian 2 Heap 
Openly statesman 3 Biblicalgiants 
15 Arabic letter 51 Showy 4 Explain 
16 Greek poet flower 5 Greek and 
18 Sends in 52 Fish sauce Latin works 
'payment ' 53 Behave 6 Fret~ch .~iver 
20 Heat units 54 Sloping 7 A fuel 
21 Space org, roadway 8 Morn or Pop 
23 Business Avg. solutiopflme: 27 rain. 
24 Marcus ~-; 
philosopher 
28 Bark cloth -- ' 
32Outward ~ ~ ~ S I  ~ (  Anat. )' 
34 Turf ~IA~-~I~_~_~_~ 
35 Corrosive l- - 
37 Greek 
• philosopher 6-11 
39 Toddler Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 
.sight 
11 Possesses 
17 Greek letter 
19 Maybe tall? 
22 Garage • 
occupants 
24 Swiss river. 
25 Eskimo knife 
26 Renews 
27 Church 
vestry 
29 American 
author 
30 Paid notices 
33 small drink 
36 Themes 
38 Seek to 
attain 
40 Detective 
(slang) 
42 Gaiter 
43 Tissue 
44 Thick slice' 
46 Inland sea 
47 Ohio city 
48 Vipers. 
50 Old French 
coin 
31 
, I1" 
'' 1 I 
4243 ~4s l  I"  ~e 47 ~ .. . 
49 50 M S 1  
CRYPTOQUIP 6-11 
BICYL  KL  S JZ  BKR Z JTKS JT  
C Y R K N S I  C Y L N J 
Saturday's Cryptoquip - -  PAMPERED PUPPIES TURNED 
TOWN APARTMENT UPSIDE ,DOWN. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: Z equals D 
The Cryptoquip is a Simple substituUon cipher in which each 
letter used stan~ for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
'~ 1979 K ing  Features  Syndlcete ,  InC. 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
t 
• ~AN: "ms N,~T~V~R~' . ~:" I THe ...TUN~Le ~VnO~/ I~Y'~r~t'A\ ~114E ~tRNIV~RE$I 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan 
' ,,I I 1"}1" II Ill!Ill 
RIN~ AROONI~ M" |~ THEEIq RIN~ AROIJHD 
I HEAI:L:'r SO "I]OHT~ "1" ~H'  COLLAR." .  
the WIZARD OF ID 
ELEVEN O'~LO(.,K /IN[:) 
$41 I:~ WEt L 
By Brant  Parker  and  Johnny  Har t  
~ ~ ~ I 
~FFI~ AT 
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B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
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